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1. Preface 
The aim of this document is to gather together in one place the collected writings of 
those who have recorded the narratives and lore of the Aboriginal people called the 
Awabakal. Every attempt has been made to follow standard protocols and to 
acknowledge each author’s priority in the content presented herein. It should be 
understood that some content has been withheld owing to restrictions based on 
men’s or women’s business, or other matters concerning the spiritual rites of the 
original inhabitants of this region. People interested in these matters should contact 
the Miromaa Aboriginal Language and Technology Centre. Otherwise, it has been the 
aim to present as complete a record as the available documentation allows. 

With the exceptions of Thomas Skottowe, Lancelot Edward Threlkeld1 and Eliza 
Dunlop, the writers who have contributed to our knowledge of the Awabakal people 
were not present during the time that a vibrant linguistic community inhabited the 
districts of Lake Macquarie, Newcastle and the lower Hunter Valley. This does not 
mean that the information is dubious, but questions still remain for which answers 
are not evident and—unless new documentation is brought to surface—is no longer 
retrievable. 

In presenting the stories describing the lore, a particular author is typically 
acknowledged. However, the stories have been cross-examined by other renditions, 
including oral traditions and anecdotal corroborations such that the result often 
represents a synthesis of several “tellings” of the same story. All the same, we do not 
insist that this document contains a final or definitive rendition of any of the content 
represented herein, and should any reader feel that some aspects demand comment 
or correction he or she should contact the Centre and discuss the issues. Our aim is 
to regard our work to be subject to ceaseless review and potential expansion and 
improvement wherever and whenever possible. 

Alex Arposio 
15-04-2011 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1 The missionary who devoted some three decades to comprehending and explaining the language of 
the Awabakal people. 
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2. Introductory 

Awaba 
This term names Lake Macquarie as A flat surface with movement. It acquires this 
sense by its structure *awa+ba: *awa is the base of the verb meaning to smooth out 
(with the hand) and +ba is a suffix used to make place names. 

Awabakal 
1. Traditionally this just meant man of Awaba; also men 2 (DOCA, p. 1027) 2. a. The 
people of Awaba and b. the language they spoke. The latter senses of the word are 
not traditional, but were coined by Fraser (AL, p. i), from 'Awabakal' meaning "man 
of Awaba". We have coined the phrase Palii Awabakalkoba {palii awabakal+koba} 
meaning {voice/language Awabakal+belong}, if we wish to specify the language 
rather than the people and culture. To specify the people, we can say yuri 
Awabakalumba (+umba is the possessive suffix suitable for people). There is no easy 
way to express “culture”, and an expression will have to be developed: one 
possibility is maraita derived from marai the word for “living spirit”. 

Awabakaleyn 
This means woman or women of Awaba. 

Men’s Spirit Form 
WARNING: this word should never be uttered out loud by men or boys, but they are 
allowed to read the word: presumably, it was uttered at certain very important 
ceremonies; however, Threlkeld had to learn its name from one of the women (see 
below). Women and girls are free to speak it out loud (see Tilmun for a similar 
restriction for females). 

• The kolangkolang is a species of bat (but not flying fox, see third quotation 
below).  

"Held … in veneration by the men, who suppose the animal a mere transformation" 
(AG, p. 92).  "Not to be confused with flying fox" (DOCA, p. 1256) ; "it was common 
belief among the mountain and lake natives that after death men became bats and 
women [became] small birds" (DOCA, p. 1207). Threlkeld noted that "if a man were 
to kill one purposely, he would also be killed. They [i.e., the men] will not look at it 
but turn their eyes another way, neither would they tell me its name, but said “if I 
asked the women that they would tell me" (ARP, p. 206); it is further revealed that 
the bat and bird are Aboriginal "men and women changed into these creatures, and 
their presence is considered highly fortunate" (ARP, p. 206). 

We are not exactly certain which species of bat kolangkolang is. Investigation so far 
has brought the term ‘flitter-bat’ to surface; it is probably one of the Microchiroptera 
(small hand-wing); the term collects a group of small insect eating bats. Some 

                                                      
2 Awabakal words can be singular or plural as needed. 
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possible species that are indicated—mainly by being native to Eastern Australia, and 
having plausibly human-like features (though this may not be significant)—are as 
follow. Common Blossom-bat (Syconycteris australis: southern fig-bat); Yellow-
bellied Sheathtail-bat (Saccolaimus flaviventris: yellow-bellied throat-pouch); Eastern 
freetail-bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis: winged hobgoblin; ‘norfolk’ is an erroneous 
identification); White-striped Freetail-bat (Nyctinomous australis: southern night-
dweller); Common Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus Schreibersii: Shreibers’ small-wing); 
but there are many others (MOA, pp. 515ff). Intriguingly, Haslam states that the 
species of bat “has not been seen in these parts for many years now” (QOP, p. 
DSC01510), but he does not indicate which species it might have been. 

So, from this we can say with reasonable confidence that the bat traditionally called 
kolangkolang represented the spiritual counterpart of the Awabakal menfolk. 
Presumably, men would, if present and able to do so, protect this animal from 
molestation (since any one seen would be an ancestor). 

Women’s Spirit Form 
WARNING: this word should never be uttered out loud by women or girls, but they are 
allowed to read the word. Men and boys are free to speak it out loud (see 
Kolangkolang for a similar restriction for females). 

• A small bird, the size of a thrush and called tilmun, occupied the same 
relationship to the womenfolk that kolangkolang occupied for the menfolk. 

There is a strong possibility based on behaviour, size and habitat, that this bird is the 
Brown treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus) (FGAB, pp. 218-19). Turbet, supports this 
contention (ASD, p. 93). Threlkeld’s description tells us that it is  

supposed by the women to be the maker of women; or women transformed after 
death into the bird, it runs up trees like a woodpecker. They are held in veneration 
by the women only (AG, p. 92).  

"Woe betide any male who injured or poked fun at this bird" (AHR, p. 85). Haslam 
adds:  

The sacred bird of women, the Australian woodpecker, still to be seen in the 
mountains. Women would strongly protect this bird against molestation (DOCA, p. 
1096).  

Threlkeld adds that the "women … will not look at it or tell its name, but refer to the 
man", i.e., they told Threlkeld to ask a man its name; it is further revealed that the 
bat and bird are Aboriginal "men and women changed into these creatures, and their 
presence is considered highly fortunate" (ARP II, p. 206). 

The Major Totem of the Awabakal People 
• The wedge-tail eagle, named birabaan, is the overall totem for the Awabakal 

group of clans. 

For some reason, the notion has persisted that birabaan denotes the sea-eagle. 
However, this is very unlikely to be correct. Our evidence is that Threlkeld identified 
birabaan with what he called the “eagle-hawk”. The Macquarie Dictionary defines 
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'Eagle-hawk' as the 19th century Australian-English word for that which we now call 
the wedge-tail eagle; this bird is also sometimes called a ‘diamond-tail eagle’ (Aquila 
audax). In addition, we have evidence from the Awabakal people themselves. The 
name birabaan tells us that it was the bird “who cries bira’. This is because the word 
ends in +baan and this particle is used to indicate an intrinsic quality of whatever it 
names. Now, birds commonly “name themselves” in Aboriginal languages, by their 
names being imitative of their cries. So, here, birabaan denotes that type of “eagle-
hawk” which cries bira. The sea-eagle, by contrast, has a cry that resembles a 
honking sound; on the other hand, the wedge-tail does make a cry reminiscent of 
bira. Hence birabaan is the wedge-tail eagle. 

Now, it may be that birabaan is the ritual name of the wedge-tail, for there is also an 
eagle, the "large eagle-hawk", with the name wiripaang. Yet, linguistically speaking, 
wiripaang is a word very close to birabaan, and may simply reflect the common, 
everyday name for the same bird. To confound us further, there is yet another bird, 
poromarong: it is identified, separately, as the wedge-tail eagle and the little eagle 
(Hieraaetus morphnoides), depending on the source: no further details are available 
regarding what relationship exists among birabaan, wiripaang and poromarong.3 

According to Gunson, 

W. A. Miles, who acknowledges Threlkeld as the source of his information, was more 
specific: These tribes believe that the world was created by the diamond-tailed 
eagle, and that he brought in his beak, and deposited the, [sic.] stones which form 
the mystic stone circles on many of the hill tops” (ARP I, p. 73 & n. 29).4 

The word birabaan also appears as a name for a man; the man whose adopted 
English name was M’Gill and whose previous name was Wepoong (meaning 
unknown). It seems credible that Birabaan was the name, or title, of the man when 
he became a high ranking piriwal (chieftain). For more information about this 
historically important Awabakal man, see the entry Birabaan2 in the following 
chapter on “Important Personages of the Awabakal People”. 

*** 

Unfortunately, we know of very few inter-relations among human beings and 
animals within Awabakal. Presumably, there were many totems based on animals, 
and other inter-relations too, but we have no information (recorded during 
traditional times) regarding how it was organised. We can but add this, from 
Haslam’s own notes to himself (and thus lacking the details we would like to have). 

Totem names: explain 4 divisions. Awabakal c[oul]d h[a]v[e] several names in 
lifetime: first at birth (identity for family); two names at initiation—one for initiated 
persons only to use and other for general use. Also totem name for marriage. 
Naming process often complicated (QHAS3, p. DSC02203). 

                                                      
3 The name poromarong may perhaps be derived from porowang (seeing part of eye) and maroong 
meaning ‘good’, and if so then the name is descriptive of the keen sight of eagles. 
4 Miles published the relevant paper in Journal of Ethnological Society of London, 1854, Vol. III. 
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3. Major Personages of the Awabakal People 

Baiyami 
Usually spelled ‘Biami’, he is widely accepted as the creator (but see Creator and 
Birabaan1 in Chapter 1); the mountain called Big Yengo is the place where it is said 
that he touched down from the sky and launched himself back up after he had 
completed his work. Interestingly, Threlkeld never mentioned him at all; as far as 
Threlkeld was concerned the great spirit to the Awabakal people was called Kowan, 
who is not recorded as having any rôle as a creator. Perhaps the name Baiyami was 
too sacred or powerful to pass on to an uninitiated man (i.e., Threlkeld); or too 
sacred or powerful to speak of outside of a consecrated ceremony: cf. Kowan.5 Biami 
was certainly sacred to the Gamilaaray people; the Wonarua, according to Haslam, 
called their supreme spirit Bowambi, and there is a well-known cave painting of him, 
with elongated arms outstretched, overlooking the opening up of the Hunter Valley, 
situated at Milbrodale. It seems credible that Biami and Bowambi are dialectic 
variants of each other, just as we have Latin Deus beside the Greek Theos as words 
meaning God. But compared with the entry Kowan, there is no simple way to break 
the mystery down. 

Bangari 
Recorded as “Bungaree or Bungary” (Bangari or Bangkari) 
and “born south of Swansea in 1799” (d. 1830), this fellow 
enjoyed quite a distinguished career. The birth date 
cannot be correct as he had a son born in 1802. He was 
recruited by Capt. Matthew Flinders, for exploration 
aboard The Porpoise; some time later a Lieut Grant 
employed him to explore the Hunter River aboard the Lady 
Nelson. After which, Bangari (or Bangkari), together with 
‘Narn-Bah-ree’6, was employed by Capt. Flinders, on the 
Investigator. Hence, Bangari and Nanbari were the first 
two Aboriginal people known to circumnavigate Australia.7 

 

In 1804 Governor King sent Bangari to Newcastle (Hunter’s River) to help Lieut 
Menzies deal with local Aborigines . . this was re-establishment of second penal 
settlement . . first of 1801 having failed . . and thus he spoke their language (exactly 
as presented except for the name; it remains unclear if the final ‘he’ refers to 

                                                      
5 Interestingly, kowan is recorded in the manuscript, Mss1 (Threlkeld’s earliest attempts to gather 
language data) as the word for “uncle”; it is also a word (rendered ‘Kow-wan’) translated as ‘uncle’ for 
the Katang language in a word-list posted on the web by Michael Smith (Googling ‘The Kutthung, or 
Kattang, dialect’ will bring up the site. Perhaps then kowan was a Euphemism. 
6 A variety of possibilities obtains: (1st syllable) ‘narn’, ‘nan’ or ‘naan’; (2nd syllable) ‘ba’ or ‘baa’; (3rd 
syllable) ‘ri’ or ‘rii’. 
7 The illustration is by William Henry Fernyhough (1836): Lithograph  DL PX 47 NSW State Library. 
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Bangari or Lieut Menzies, for if the former—which seems more likely—why preface it 
with ‘and thus’?).7 

It is remarked that Bangari’s father was killed by convicts whilst returning to Sydney; 
the date is not given. Evidently, following this event, Bangari returned to his “tribal 
group” of which he proceeded to become piriwal (the chieftain). The clan is not 
identified, but if Bangari was born south of Swansea, and was “chieftain of the 
Broken Bay tribe” (see below), then he was presumably of the Kari mob. 

Bangari visited Sydney many times and became favoured by Governor Lachlan 
Macquarie. It was indeed the latter who persuaded Bangari and his family group, to 
leave the Lake Macquarie area and instead resettle, in huts, at a site set aside for 
them at George’s Head, near the entrance to Port Jackson.8 

In 1817, Bangari joined capt. Phillip Parker King on an expedition to complete the 
cartographical work commenced by Flinders and thereby became the first Aboriginal 
person to circumnavigate Australia twice. In 1821, Bangari organised a corroboree at 
Wallis Plains (Maitland) for Governor Macquarie’s (final) visit to the Newcastle 
region. 

According to the National Library of Australia : 

In 1815, Governor Macquarie ‘crowned’ Bungaree ‘Chief of the Broken Bay Tribe’ 
and presented him with 15 acres of land on George’s Head. Bungaree spent the rest 
of his life greeting newcomers to the colony, and eventually sank into a life of 
begging and alcoholism. 

http://nationaltreasures.nla.gov.au/%3E/Treasures/item/nla.pic-an2256865/nla.map-t570# 

For more information about Bangari, see The Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
online edition at http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A010162b.htm. The man called 
‘Bowen Bungaree’ (1802-1853), who also accompanied ships that explored Australia, 
was Bangari’s eldest son. For Bowen, see http://www.daao.org.au/main/read/1222. 

Bimpoowin 
A name for the wife of Kowan. Bimpoowin (ditto Maylkan and Tipakaleyn) is not 
benign like Kowan. As Threlkeld puts it,  

[T]his female being not only carries the natives off in a large net bag beneath the 
earth, but she spears children through the temple dead, and no one ever sees again 
those whom she obtains ! (AG, p. 81). 

The meaning of the word is unknown. 

Birabaan1 
The name of the wedge-tailed, also diamond-tailed eagle. For information about this 
important figure in the cultural identity of the Awabakal people see the entry The 
Major Totem of the Awabakal People in the preceding Introductory chapter. 

                                                      
8 The source of this information is the Haslam Archives stored at ACRA; the particular reference for 
Bangari is Q:\Digital Archive\Culture\Original Photo Scans - Perc Haslam A6711\DSC02181.  

http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A010162b.htm
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Birabaan2 
Birabaan was born at or near modern day Belmont, no 
later than 1794 (see footnote 9). As a child (age not 
given), Birabaan went to Sydney and entered the 
service of  Captain John M. Gill9 (the source for this is 
that in footnote 7). Either way, it was this soldier from 
whom Birabaan took his English name M'Gill. The 
soldier belonged to the 6th regiment and was stationed 
in Victoria Barracks. During his time in the Barracks, 
Birabaan became articulate in English. He continued 
this service until 1821, when he joined Captain Francis 
Allman when the latter was sent to “Port Macquarie” 
establish a new penal settlement, and later (1824) he 
came to Newcastle.10 

However, it is Birabaan’s relationship with the Reverend Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, 
which began in 1825, when Threlkeld set up his first mission at present day Belmont, 
that was to become the most historically signicant association he would know. Apart 
from being the teacher to Threlkeld of the language, and being his advisor in respect 
of the pronunciation and grammar, and in respect of Threlkeld’s translations of the 
Gospel According to Luke and According to Mark, Birabaan was also instrumental in 
working as an interpreter (as he spoke a number of the district’s dialects and 
languages); and, less salubriously, he also occasionally worked as a tracker. Among 
his own people he became a piriwal (chieftain) of the Baataabaa clan.11 

Before acquiring the titular name Birabaan, he was called Wepoong. According to 
Threlkeld, Wepoong became a fully initiated man in 1826 following a ceremony held 
in the mountains (ARP II, pp. 206, 308 & n. 31). Wepoong acquired the name 
Birabaan when he “achieved the highest level of initiation in his tribe”12 (birabaan is 
the wedge-tail eagle the overall totem for the Awabakal people). We are told (in 
DOCA, p. 1040) that he took or was awarded the name Birabaan at the age of 40.13 
He died, most probably, in 1843 as “Threlkeld does not mention being with him after 
that date.”10  

It is largely owing to the relationship between Birabaan and Threlkeld that we have 
such an excellent record of the language compared with similar communities of that 
early time.  

                                                      
9 Haslam gives the name as a lieutenant McGillacuddy (DOCA, p. 1040), but this is incorrect. 
10 Birabaan’s likeness by Agate, reproduced in ARP I. 
11 This information stems from the source found in footnote 7. Threlkeld also mentions Birabaan 
(usually as M’Gill) as “the one who assists in the language” several times in ARP Vol. I: the phrase just 
cited is at ARP Vol. I, p. 106. 
12 The source is Q:\Digital Archive\Culture\Original Photo Scans - Perc Haslam A6712a(others) p. 
DSC02240. 
13 If Haslam is correct about him being 40 when he acquired the name Birabaan, then, because 
Threlkeld identifies him in AG, published in 1834, Birabaan is born no later than 1794. If he had the 
name Birabaan since 1825, then he was born no later than 1785, but I think this to be less likely. 
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Birabaan never abandoned his traditional beliefs, notwithstanding his long friendship 
with Threlkeld. Beliefs, of course, range beyond the spiritual and encompass culture 
and traditional notions of honour. Threlkeld relates an anecdote pertinent to this 
topic: it is related here under the entry Bunkilingeyl in Chapter 5. 

Birabaan was not only a piriwal, but may (just possibly) also have been a karaakal 
(cleverman). Threlkeld provides this story. He tells us that during June 1826 (see 
above), Birabaan left for the mountains.14 He and two other men slept on the grave 
of a young girl recently deceased, from sunset to dawn, during which time the dead 
person inserts a bone, called marakaan into the thigh of each sleeper. The bone is 
kept in the bodies of the clevermen, until one wants to kill someone. At which point, 
the karaakal will somehow extract the bone and cause it to enter into the body of 
the intended victim, and thus bring about the victim’s death (ARP II, p. 206). 

To the contrary regarding Birabaan’s cleverman status, Threlkeld elswhere states 
that “M’Gill was not favored [sic.] with the gift of the much coveted Holy-Bone” (ARP 
II, p. 299; emphasis added). So, it may not be that Birabaan was karaakal, or Birabaan 
decided to tell Threlkeld he failed in his endeavour, perhaps to avoid nagging 
sermons regarding the evils of witchcraft or it is required that one already be 
karaakal before one attempts the grave ceremony, and the 1826 (chieftain?) 
initiation ceremony is an unrelated episode. 

Birabaan was Threlkeld’s primary informant on all matters linguistic and cultural, and 
they appear to have become friends. It seems that they collaborated on Threlkeld’s 
language work, including the translations of the Gospels according to Luke and 
according to Mark. The direct influence that Birabaan had on Threlkeld’s translation 
seems incomplete, given that there are many obvious errors in the translations;15 
which often stays far too close to the English original than is able to inspire 
confidence in its idiomatic faithfulness. Nonetheless, Threlkeld was moved, on one 
occasion, to inform a correspondent that “[i]t is above a month since I have seen … 
[Birabaan] on whom I depend for the language” (ARP Vol. I, p. 109; emphasis added). 

Birabaan had apparently only one wife, named Patti; unfortunately, the meaning of 
her Aboriginal name, Tiipaamalaa, is not known. So far as our records hold, 
Tiipaamalaa and Birabaan had one son, Yerowa, who later became known by the 
name of Ninowa (perhaps after first initiation), and who eventually also acquired the 
name Birabaan (perhaps he just adopted it, since, by his majority, there would have 
been precious little left of tribal life for him to have acceded to the status of piriwal. 
We know nothing about the son’s life. 

Creator 
The creator of the world is Birabaan the wedge-tailed eagle. See Birabaan1 in the 
Introductory chapter. 

                                                      
14 There is some vagueness, here. Threlkeld rehearses this anecdote on the same page as he tells us of 
1826 initiation, but it is not clear that grave-sleeping and initiation rites were one and the same event. 
15 One example is that Threlkeld gives Israel (Ithrael) a possessive suffix +umba that is suitable only for 
persons (or animals), whereas place names have their own possessive suffixes. Threlkeld also 
confuses the allative suffixes (towards) with the dative suffixes (for the sake of). 
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Kariwilbaan 
It is to this demoness, that the word 'Yaho' belongs. Threlkeld, states that 'Ya-ho' has 
"by some means been given to the blacks as a name for this being", suggesting that 
'Yaho' is not a proper Awabakal term: Threlkeld would have recognised the unna-
tural 'h' which has no occasion in the Awabakal language. Kariwilbaan had a horn 
growing from each shoulder, upon which she skewers her victims (shaking herself to 
ensure they are well impaled on the spikes). She then carries them off to a deep 
valley, roasts and eats them. She is no danger to women, whom she leaves to her 
husband (Koyorooweyn). Her name appears to be constructed thus: {kari+wil+baan} 
as {*carry+so:as+intrinsic:nature} so she is the one whose intrinsic nature it is to 
carry people off. 

Kowan: The Great Spirit 
The spelling 'Kowan' is taken from Threlkeld (TKEY, p. 29). Threlkeld adds:  

He resides in thick brushes or jungles ; he appears occasionally by day, but mostly at 
night. In general he precedes the coming of the natives from distant parts, when 
they assemble to celebrate certain mysteries, … the doctors a kind of magicians 
[karaakal, "men of secrets"] who alone perceive him, and to whom he says "Fear 
not, come and talk" [Kinta kora, tanan wiyeliko]. At other times he comes when the 
blacks are asleep, and takes them up, as an eagle his prey, and carries them away. 
The shout of the surrounding party often occasions him to drop his burthen ; 
otherwise he conveys them to his fire place in the bush, where close to the fire he 
deposits his load. The person carried tries to cry out, but cannot, feeling almost 
choked : at daylight Ko-in [Kowan] disappears, and the black finds himself conveyed 
safely to his own fire-side ! (AG, p. 80; verbatim). 

Note that Kowan does not harm those he carries off, and Threlkeld does not say 
what his reasons are. Perhaps there are secret aspects to this story that were not 
conveyed to Threlkeld or which he has not passed on. He is called upon at times of 
danger "Kowantiya" (“Kowan [come] to me") (ART, p. 62). 

Koen is the name of the being who made the first man, but what their precise idea of 
this spirit, is not as yet [i.e., 1825] ascertained (ARP II, p. 192). 

The name Kowan is interesting in itself. It is broadly considered by people today that 
the name of the greatest spirit, in this region, is Baiyami, (which see above). 
However, Threlkeld never mentions the name Baiyami; and writes of his conviction 
that Kowan is the greatest spirit.16 Interestingly, the name Kowan has a homophone, 
such that kowan also names a “mangrove bush” (it may be supposed that it denotes 
the mangrove tree). The spirit Kowan—though said to dwell in the sky—is also said 
to appear from within a cluster of trees or mangrove bushes (i.e., trees), so the name 
Kowan, may be a nick-name; perhaps his real name (?Baiyami?) is too sacred or 
powerful to utter in everyday situations, outside the ritual space of a formal 
ceremony. Ultimately, we do not know. See also Tipakal and Pooraang. 

Another linguistic relation is that kowan is a word defined as “uncle” in Threlkeld’s 
earliest field work gathering linguistic data the manuscript Mss1. The data was 

                                                      
16 Note that Kowan has two other names: Poorowaang and Tipakal. 
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recorded as early as 1824. It may be, though, that this data comes from a region 
extending across Awabakal country, but also to areas southwards of the proper 
boundaries of Awabakal country (Mss1, pp. 130-31). Of interest, is the fact that 
‘kow-wan’ is recorded as a word denoting “uncle” in the Katang language (from a 
word-list on a website posted by Michael Smith). Perhaps, then, after all, kowan, is a 
avoidance term,17 and another term, Baiyami or Bowambi or whatever else is the 
real term: a matter, sadly, it is unlikely that we will discover (see Baiyami above). 

Koyorooweyn 
A fearsome and gigantic spirit-man, whose trilling alarmed people at night. Threlkeld 
adds: 

When he overtakes a native, he commands him to exchange cudgels [kootara], 
giving his own which is extremely large, and desiring the black to take first blow at 
his head [as in a traditional duel], which he holds down for that purpose, after which 
he smites and kills the person with one blow, skewers him with the [sharp end of 
the] cudgel, carries him off, roasts and then eats him ! (AG, p. 81). 

The meaning of this name is unknown. 

Maiyaa 
The story circulates that the Hunter River was called kokowin (usually spelt as 
‘Coquin’). This is not credible. Kokowin is a word for water. Probably, a European 
asked an Awabakal person for the name (pointing at the river), and the Awabakal 
person, thinking that the word for water is wanted responds in kind. There is 
another opinion that the name for the Hunter River is Maiyaa: which is the generic 
word for any snake, but may also denote the creation serpent. 

Maylkan 
One name, among three, for the wife of Kowan (meaning unknown): see Bimpoowin 
for more details. 

Mother Goanna 
There are two words recorded for goanna, wonangar and binaibaan, but we have no 
clue regarding the difference between the two terms. There is a story, regarding a 
rock formation, in the vicinity of Laguna (thus probably in Darkinjang territory). 
Intriguingly, the story was told by a man visiting from Arnhem Land, Wandjuk 
Marika, of the Yirrkala people; he was visiting here and being shown through the 
Wattagan Mountains, with a group of local children. he was evidently possessed to 
tell the story the moment he saw the rock formation. On seeing a certain rocky 
ridge, he gathered the children and told a story of a goanna sitting on her eggs. 
When a man came towards her to steal her eggs, a spirit, to protect the goanna from 
harm, turned the goanna and her eggs to stone, and turned the man into stone. 
Wandjuk said that his people had the same story except that in the NT it was a 
crocodile sitting on her eggs; he added that paintings in the Laguna area tell of the 
                                                      
17 Such as we might say “passed away” rather than “died”. 
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creation of the great goanna. Intriguingly, both the Yirrkala and the Awabakal 
practise tooth-evulsion. 

This story informs us that it was considered an immoral act to steal the eggs of a 
goanna; but we are not given further information regarding taboos in relation to the 
harvesting of various kinds of eggs. We know, for example, that various types of 
birds’ eggs could be, and certainly were, harvested for food. Elsewhere, it is said that 
the story expresses a homily to teach males due respect for women.18 

Naruta Kauwal 
A giant spirit-goanna, that resided in the sky. See the entry Kararkaraan in Chapter 3. 

Patikaan 
A spirit being, or night monster. Threlkeld has described him as follows. 

[A spirit being] ... like a horse; having a large mane and tail sharp like a cutlass, 
whenever he meets the blacks they go towards him and draw up their lips to show 
that the tooth is knocked out, when he will not injure them; but should the tooth be 
left in, he runs after kills and eats them. He does not walk, but bounds like a 
kangaroo, the noise of which on the ground is as the report of a gun, calling out as he 
advances Pir-ro-lóng, Pir-ro-lóng [Piroloong] (AG, p. 81). "[Patikaan] lived in the 
Mount Sugarloaf area but frequently roamed the bushlands of the lake and 
Newcastle” (AHR, p. 85).  

The name probably means 'the one who bites' {*pati+kaan = bite+performer}. Note 
too, Threlkeld’s description of looking like a “horse” is undoubtedly a Eurocentric 
conceit, and the entity is presumably a large and fierce entity resembling a kangaroo 
(at least the head). Possibly, when Threlkeld inquired about this demon, the 
informant pointed to a nearby horse, for there is a sense in which the profile of a 
horse’s head has a general resemblance to that of a kangaroo. At any rate, in the 
pre-European days, it is not credible that people without experience of horses would 
conjure the likeness of a horse to characterise a night demon. 

The moral of the tale is that Patikaan only attacks those who still have the tooth. 
Thus, it is used to warn uninitiated boys from leaving the camp at night. 

There is another report by Threlkeld, whereat he writes that Birabaan  

informs me that there is a being, in the Sugar-loaf Mountains, resembling a man but 
much taller in stature; with arms, legs, face, and hair, very long on the head, but the 
feet are placed contrarily to the face being behind [i.e., the feet point backwards]; 
and the body hairy, like an animal. The flesh is so hard in all parts of the body that it 
is impenetrable, except between the legs, where a spear may penetrate, but at no 
other part....There are females, but not many of the species. Their cry is often heard 
uttering Perrelorl-o, dwelling very long on the O, in the summer time (ARP, p. 194). 

The physical description of Patikaan suggests that this is the entity frequently called 
“the hairy man”; however, in the areas with the “hairy man” (e.g., northern Qld), he 
does not harm people if they do not threaten him. 

                                                      
18 The source is Q:\Digital Archive\Culture\Original Photo Scans - Perc Haslam A6711\DSC02162. 
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Piroloong 
The sound made when Patikaan cries out: see Patikaan. 

Pooraang 
An alternative name for Kowan: meaning unknown (perhaps related to Poorubang 
the bora ring with which ceremony Kowan is closely associated). 

Threlkeld 

England 
The Reverend Lancelot Edward Threlkeld was born 
on the 20th of October 1788 in county Devon of 
rather impoverished parents. The family originates in 
the county of Cumberland near the Scottish border; 
there is in that vicinity a village Threlkeld, and it is 
likely that Threlkeld’s family is one related to a family 
of minor nobility.19 As Fraser reports it, 

Mr. Threlkeld’s birthplace was Hatherleigh, in Devon, 
but the family belonged originally to the county of 
Cumberland, and there to the village of Threlkeld 
which either had its name from them or gave its name 
to them. In “Burke’s Peerage,” we read of Threlkeld of 
Threlkeld in the time of Edward I. That family became 
extinct in the male line in the reign of Edward IV, but 

the name continued through a younger branch, Threlkeld of Melmerly, in the same 
county (AL, “Introduction” p. xiii). 

Fraser states that, even as a child, Threlkeld possessed a deeply religious nature. To 
the contrary, Gunson remarks that  

Threlkeld’s devotion to a career of missionary service commenced with his 
conversion to Evangelical religion, not with any pious dedication from boyhood to a 
vocation favoured by his parents (ARP I, p. 15). 

At the age of seven years, Threlkeld was taken in to the care of an aunt who was “to 
provide for his education” (ARP I, p. 16). Following her death, he entered into an 
apprenticeship, apparently to an apothecary. 

But he was restless, and felt the attraction of the theatrical stage. It seems that he 
did, for a time, pursue this line of work at the Royal Circus and then the Royalty 
Theatre (ARP I, p. 15). The time of these event takes us up to 1808, in which year he 
married Martha Goss, a young woman from his own village of Hatherleigh. 

Being only nineteen in 1808, Threlkeld was still under age, in the sense that he was 
not yet in control of his aunt’s estate. So, he returned with Martha to Hatherleigh to 
await his majority. He spent this time unemployed, apparently supported by 
Martha’s parents with whom they lived. During this time, he came under the 

                                                      
19 A young Threlkeld: a portrait made for the London Missionary Society , reproduced in ARP I. 
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influence of an evangelist. A certain Reverend Craddock Glascott. Glascott evidently 
coaxed Threlkeld away from “the prejudice” that he had “previously entertained 
against religion” (ARP I, p. 15). 

Over time, Threlkeld slowly became more and more attracted to the ideas of the 
Evangelical movement, under what must have been a very insistent Glascott. At 
length, Threlkeld accepted the faith and found the desire to pursue a missionary life 
(Martha was not so inclined).  

First Mission: Raiatea 
Nevertheless, in 1813, the Hatherleigh Evangelists made petition to the London 
Missionary Society. In October 1814, Threlkeld undertook an entry examination and 
was accepted into study. By 1815 he had completed his training: some of which must 
have included study in (late) Latin and Demotic (New Testament) Greek grammar.20 
On completion of studies, in that year, Threlkeld was appointed, on the 8th of 
November, to a mission in what was then called Raî-atéa of the Society Islands. 
Today the island is named Raiatea and belongs to the Archipel de la Société, a part of 
French Polynesia (Society Islands) which also includes Tahiti. 

At the end of November, Threlkeld, his wife Martha and children, set sail on the 
Atlas for Raiatea via Rio de Janeiro. During the stop-over at Rio, his wife took ill 
causing them to sojourn there for a year or so; whilst there, he whet his evangelical 
appetite by preaching to the small community of English protestants who were 
resident at Rio. During his sojourn there in 1816, a child was born who died soon 
after. Threlkeld has four more children with Martha: Joseph Thomas (1817-?), 
Martha, Tabitha (wed James Reading) and Mary Williams 1823-1887 (wed George 
Alfred Lloyd M.P.) (ARP I, p. 176). 

The Threlkelds departed Rio on the 22nd of January 1817, accompanied by other 
missionaries Williams, Darling, Bourne and Platt, all destined for the south seas. 
Having come around the Horn, the Atlas reached Sydney via Hobart; Threlkeld left 
for Raiatea shortly thereafter. He spent some seven years on the island, honing his 
linguistic skills and those of a missionary pastor. 

The Australian Years 
The death of his wife (1794-1824: 7th March) caused Threlkeld to return to Sydney, 
although he had to leave behind his youngest child. At this point, Threlkeld 
determined to remain in Australia, and practise his mission there. At some point 
between 1824 and 1825, he remarried, to a Sarah Arndell (1796-1853), with whom 
he eventually had five children: Elizabeth Sophia (1825-?; wed John Fairfax), Lancelot 
Edward (1827-1882; wed Esther Jones Lloyd), Frances Hannah (1829-?; wed Joseph 
Richard Siddins), Sarah Ann (1830-?) and Thomas Samuel (1834-1883) (ARP I, p. 176). 

In 1825, Threlkeld received approval to establish a mission; the London Missionary 
Society was granted some 10,000 acres (4,046.856 hectares) extending along the 
Belmont-Swansea stretch of coast encompassing lakeside frontage; the mission itself 
                                                      
20 In this reference, “late Latin” denotes 6th to 10th centuries AD, encompassing both the early church 
writings of people such as Augustine, through the publication of the Vulgate of St Jerome in the 9th 
century. 
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was situated at or about the site of the current Gunyah Hotel (sources, here are AL, 
“Introduction”, p. xiii; ARP I, passim and DOCA passim). 

This first mission closed in 1829, and the land reverted to the crown. One may read, 
in Gunson’s excellent collection of Threlkeld’s correspondences, the constant 
bickering and the rancour of the letters which passed between Threlkeld and sundry 
directors of the London Missionary Society. Invariably, the squabbling was over 
money. Probably, it was a combination of penny-pinching and ignorance of the cost 
of such missionary enterprise in a colony such as New South Wales, on the part of 
the directors, and Threlkeld’s lack of expertise at business (he had bungled his Aunt’s 
inheritance and lost a considerable proportion years earlier) which is at the heart of 
his problems. Eventually, the London Missionary Society appointed the Reverend 
Samuel Marsden to control Threlkeld’s budget. One may detect a suggestion of 
disdain emanating from Marsden towards Threlkeld, although he did at times take 
on some few of the debts accrued to Threlkeld. At any rate, in 1829, the first mission 
closed, and Threlkeld moved to Sydney for some time. 

Nonetheless, his missionary work continued until the 31st of December 1841, when 
the work and the mission had to be abandoned owing to the near complete 
depletion of local Aboriginal people either from the area or from life. The second 
mission began with a land grant, by Governor Darling, of some 1280 acres of land 
(5,179.976 hectares) encompassing present day Toronto and Coal Point. Threlkeld, 
for reasons which remain obscure to me, named the new mission Ebenezer. It was 
situated approximately at the site of the current Toronto Hotel (though that building 
or precise site started out as a hospital some time later).21 

Threlkeld, with his family, moved into the new mission in 1830. It is from this time 
that his linguistic work matured. At the time he had published SD (1827), he was still 
developing an orthography and had only passing understanding of the grammar. By 
the time he had published Key (1850) he was primarily focused on Gospel translation 
and the peculiar theory he had developed regarding the idea that every sound-cum-
letter was a morpheme (i.e., an element of meaning by which one could construct 
new words just by building them up letter by letter).22 However, in 1834, Threlkeld 
published AG, and in this work is crystallised his finest insights and most 
comprehensive explication of as much as he comprehended of the technical aspects 
of Awabakal language. It is the AG by which it becomes possible to reconstruct the 
language to the extent that we now can. 

It is obvious to say that whereas Threlkeld considered himself a friend to, and 
pastoral guardian of, the Awabakal people, his evangelical intentions—though not 
accumulating much success in the way of conversions—formed part of the larger 
colonial mechanism that caused the demise of Awabakal society and culture. 
Moreover, his Eurocentric outlook prevented him from sufficiently comprehending 
the culture he lived with, and studied, to leave us with any real understanding of the 

                                                      
21 Information not from the sources already sited are from http://www.jenwilletts.com/ebenezer.htm 
22 This “phono-semantic” theory is ultimately untenable, but one can see how he arrived at it. Note 
that Fraser presumed to excise sections explicating the phono-semantic theory from his republication 
of Key within AL. 
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broader array of kinship relations (and the accompanying terms); the tribal divisions 
(i.e., classes within the various intermarrying clans among which certain classes had 
to marry people from particular other classes, and strong restrictions existed 
between others). He also left us with no understanding of the complex totem 
relations by which each person abided. 

On the other hand, he was a more diligent and competent linguist and grammarian 
than many other missionaries in the region. Because of this, the Awabakal language 
possesses the most thorough and astute record of its characteristics than any other 
of the languages in this eastern coastal band which formed the areas first disrupted 
and shattered by the European colonisation of the country. And for his efforts, all 
Australians, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal alike, owe to him a debt of historical 
gratitude. 

By 1841, the population of Aboriginal 
people had been so reduced that the 
mission was patently a lost cause, and it 
was shut down. He sold the property owing 
to falling into financial straits during an 
economic depression in the 1840s. He 
turned his industry towards the working of 
a coal mine at the southern end of Coal 
Point (hence the name). He purchased 10 
acres (4.047 hectares) of land at Swansea 
Heads to store the coal punted from the 
mine. This coal was then transported to 
Sydney aboard two small vessels named 
Sarah and Lancelot—showing unexpected 
romanticism in the evangelical pastor. 
Threlkeld himself did not manage the mine, 
rather he hired an overseer, and he 
returned his family to Sydney, where he 

found appointment to preach at the Watson’s Bay Congregational Church.23 

Threlkeld filled out the remainder of his days as the pastor of this church and then 
another—the Bethel Union—and with work translating the gospels. He was still 
working on the glossary for The Gospel According to St Luke when he “died in Sydney 
on the morning of the 10th October, 1859, having on the previous day preached 
twice in his own church —the church of the Bethel Union” (AL, “Introduction” p. xii). 

Tipakal 
An alternative name for Kowan: meaning unknown. 

                                                      
23 The source is that of note 16. 
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Titaling 

 (More typically, the name is ‘Titalik’ but Awabakal words do 
not otherwise end in -k-, so ending in -ng- seems the likely correction). There are two 
versions of this story. The first story—which I believe to be the most widely known—
is one of selfishness and gluttony; and it tells of how Maiyaa (the Hunter River) was 
formed. Long, long ago, there was a frog—named Titaling—who was very selfish and 
greedy. In these times, there weren’t rivers or lakes, nor even any rain. Instead, 
water bubbled up from the ground to collect into pools. There was one particular 
pool, where all the local animals gathered to drink. Titaling began to drink from this 
pool, and he did not stop until he had drunk all the water, leaving no water for the 
other animals to drink. The other animals gathered together to discuss their terrible 
predicament. It was concluded that if they could get Titaling’s mouth open, and keep 
it so for some time, then all the water would flow back out. Somebody came up with 
the idea to make Titaling laugh. The first animal to try was Koongkaroong the emu, 
but he failed. Next Mowane the kangaroo tried to make Titaling laugh, but had no 
success. Each animal tried, but still Titaling did not laugh. The animals began to think 
that they would all die of thirst. At this point, Paramaibaan the platypus—who was 
frequently a target of contempt and ridicule—appeared on the scene. Paramaibaan 
began to climb the hill atop of which Titaling was perched. About half way up, 
however, Paramaibaan stumbled over a rock, fell backwards and rolled all the way 
down back to the bottom of the hill. He picked himself up, and tried once more. 
Again, he stumbled over the same rock, and rolled back down to the bottom of the 
hill. This happened to Paramaibaan several times, but still he refused to give up. At 
length, Werekata the kookaburra couldn’t help himself, and when Paramaibaan 
stumbled and fell another time, Werekata began to laugh hysterically, and the other 
animals, swept up by the kookaburra’s enthusiasm, also began to laugh at the 
determination and misfortune of Paramaibaan. Eventually, Titaling himself became 
caught up in the hilarity and began to chortle, and was soon laughing vigorously. As 
Titaling laughed, the water began to escape from his mouth and run down the hill. 
The water came out with such force that it began to score a deep and wide trough 
into the ground. When the water had all emptied from the body of Titaling, the 
Hunter River had been formed (AWF (2004) pp. 51-52). 
The second story stems from another source; found in the archives of Perc Haslam.24 
tells of a time when there was no standing water, nore any rivers. The people and 
animals had to wait for rain to have drinking water. In this version all the world’s 
water was stored in the body of a gigantic frog. The frog would not release any of 
the water to any others. At a given time a harsh drought ensued, and the people 

                                                      
24 These are scanned single typed pages, held at the ACRA office and this particular one is designated 
Q:\Digital Archive\Culture\Original Photo Scans - Perc Haslam A6711\DSC02159. 
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decided to call a council (kawamalita) so that all the wise animals could be consulted 
on the matter. In the council it was proposed that if the great frog (it isn’t named in 
the document) could be made to laugh, then the water would escape and water the 
land. So, the animals went to the frog and began to dance, sing and act in humorous 
ways, but still the frog remained surly and grim. But then the eel began wriggle and 
perform funny turns and the like. The frog now opened its mouth to laugh heartily, 
and a great flow of water ensued from his mouth. Enough water, indeed, to cause a 
great flood. The flood was so voluminous that many people drowned in the deluge. 
Now, there was a certain fellow who became a pelican when the flood began and he 
decided to save the people. He forged a great canoe, and went around saving people 
as he could. However, the pelican eventually quarelled with the people over a 
particular woman that he wanted for himself, and the spirits turned him into stone. 

Tipakaleyn 
One name, among three, for the wife of Kowan (meaning unknown): see Bimpoowin 
for more details. 

Wauwai 
Perhaps from where the word 'yowie' derives (though the latter could be from 
another language).  

A monster of a fish much larger than a shark... it frequents the contiguous swamp 
[surrounding modern day Freeman’s Waterhole] and kills the aborigines (AG, p. 84).  

This is the Awabakal name of the notorious bunyip. However, at the same time he 
(or it) can take the form of a large serpent (perhaps this when it is submerged in 
water). It frequented Freeman’s Waterhole—called Wauwaraan—but (via an 
underground stream or other passage) could also turn up on the southern side of 
Pulbah Island (see Boroyiroong in the next chapter). Maynard makes this interesting 
observation, regarding the name of the monster, Wauwai. He notes that *wau is the 
verb-base meaning “float” and *wai is the verb-base meaning “wrestle”. On this 
basis, we could say that the name is “floating wrestler” (AWF, pp. 58-59). 

Wonangar katawai 
There was once a giant goanna (wonangar) that was very gluttonous (katawai). It 
was always eating, and it ate anything at all. Over time, it ate many animals, growing 
bigger and bigger. One day it caught and ate a large kangaroo. The kangaroo was less 
than amused at its predicament and began to jump around inside the wonangar 
(goanna) and to kick at its stomach wall. This caused the wonangar great pain. 
Eventually, the kangaroo kicked a hole through the wonangar big enough for him to 
escape back out. The hole was big enough for all the animals that had been 
swallowed to escape out of the now dead wonangar. This story, as is that of Titaling, 
is easily seen to be a homily imparting the consequences of selfishness and greed 
(AWF (2004) pp. 52-53). Maynard connects it to a rumour regarding a giant goanna 
living in the Wattagan Mountains. I too recall that there was often talk of the 
“Wattagan perenti” as I attended Toronto High School during the 1970s. No further 
evidence is available to shed more light on this matter. 
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4. Important Places 

Awaba 
See this entry in Chapter 1. 

Baataabaa 
Derived from the word bataba which means a hill rising up from out of the water. In 
this, ritual, pronunciation, Baataabaa is taken to mean “Our special place” and was 
highly favoured, if not sacred, to the clan that frequented the Newcastle and eastern 
lakes districts. Baataabaa itself is on and around the vicinity of Belmont. We have 
taken the liberty of naming this clan the Baataabaa Clan; it was the clan to which 
Birabaan belonged. See also Bataba (Chapter 4). 

Boroyiroong 
An island in Lake Macquarie now called Pulbah Island (pulba just means “island”). It 
is very sacred (yiriyiri) in “men’s business”. It would thereupon break a very severe 
taboo for a woman to set foot upon Boroyiroong. This island, apparently, is the place 
where the highest degree (10th degree) of men’s initiations take place: the bora 
ground there was perhaps called Ngaranta (but see this entry for a possible 
correction). Threlkeld says of this island that 

[t]here is another resort for these fish [i.e., Wauwai] near an island in Lake 
Macquarie, named Bo-ro-yi-róng [Boroyiroong]; from the cliffs of which, if stones are 
thrown down into the sea beneath, the tea tree bark floats up, and then the monster 
is seen gradually arising from the deep; should any native be at hand, he overturns 
the canoe, swallows alive the crew, and then the canoe whole, after which he 
descends to his resort in the depths below (AG, p. 84). 

Cf. "Boran" & "Borii". The root of this place name might be 'borii' "songline" and 
'booran' relating to sacred songs; alternatively, the root could be *'poor' = "drop" 
and "be born". 

Cf. Wauwai (preceding chapter) and Wauwaraan below. 

Kapara 
One of the names for what is now called Mt Sugarloaf. Kapara is the word for skull, 
suggesting that this was a name for Mt Sugarloaf used by those who did not live on 
it, but for whom its shape suggested a skull from their vantage point. See 
Keylkeylba. 

Kararkaraan 
A place situated, on the foreshore, in the vicinity of Blackalls Park. 

The name of a place, in which there is almost a forest of petrifications of wood, of 
various sizes extremely well defined. Situated in a bay at the N. W. extremity of Lake 
Macquarie. The tradition of the Aborigines is that formerly it was one large rock 
which fell from the heavens and killed a number of blacks, which were assembled 
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where it descended, they being collected together in that spot by command of an 
immense Guana [goanna], which came down from the heaven for that purpose. In 
consequence of his anger at their having killed lice by roasting them in the fire, those 
who had killed the vermin by cracking, were previously speared to death by him with 
a long reed from heaven! ... When the Guana saw all the men were killed by the 
stone, he ascended up into heaven, where he is supposed now to remain (AG, p. 85).  

The “lice”, mentioned here, are—according to Maynard—“probably a type of sea lice 
that occasionally invade Lake Macquarie” (AWF, p. 59). Naruta Kauwal (lizard great) 
is the traditional name of this giant goanna. 

This forest of petrified wood, was situated in the low water at Blackalls Bay. 
However, the early settlers scavanged the rock for building material, and it has now 
all but disappeared. Isolated pieces may still be found scattered in various backyards 
around the district. 

Keyelkeyelba 
One of the names for Mt Sugarloaf, owing to the abundant supplies of grass trees on 
its slopes.  It was the “home ground” of one of the clans of Awabakal people. It was 
an important place for resources, especially the species of grass tree, called 
Keyelkeyel (the actual type is not known). Grass trees were important for making 
spears and to acquire a robust adhesive (from the roots). Thus, the name means 
“place of the grass tree”. This may reflect the name of the mountain to the clan that 
called it home. See Kapara. 

Kintiiyirapiin 
The name of a small volcano on the sea coast near Redhead. Threlkeld adds that it is 
situated, "[s]even or eight miles S[outh] of Newcastle, and five or six miles N.E. of 
Lake Macquarie" (AG, p. 82). It is from this word that it can be put forward that the 
Awabakal people have resided in this region for at least fifteen thousand years. This 
follows from some reasonable conjectures regarding the structure of this word. 
Consider: 

Kintiiyirapiin 
|kinta+tiyir+a+piin 
|fear+break+particle+plural-as-place-name-marker 
“place of fearful breakages” 

So, if we allow that the first part -kin- derives from kinta = fear, and allow that this is 
a name they devised rather than to translate an earlier people’s name into their own 
tongue, then it follows that the Awabakal people witnessed a volcanic eruption, and 
there haven’t been active volcanoes on the eastern coast of Australia for 15,000 
years. It is scarcely proof, of course: but it does support a view that the Awabakal 
people have been here for at least 15,000 years. To put this into perspective, the 
period at issue is roughly twice as long as it is estimated that the Indo-European 
family of languages (to which English belongs) has existed. One can just make out 
what may be remains of the crater using Google Earth, at the coordinates (marking 
the centre of the crater): 33°01′30.92″S, 151°41′28.59″E. Although, according to 
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other testimony, the volcano lay some distance off shore, and is reduced to a 
volcanic plug. 

There is a story that goes with this place name: See Nikinba and the sub-section 
Nikin Umamabarata. 

Koparaba 
The name of the place from which the blacks obtain the Ko-pur-ra [kopara], a 
yellowish earth which they wet, mould up into balls, and then burn them in a strong 
fire, in which it changes into a brilliant red, something like red ochre, with which the 
men and women paint themselves, mixing it with the kidney fat of the kangaroo, 
used always in their dances (AG, p. 82). 

 "They ... spoke of ...[a] volcano up the Hunter river [that] they called Kopur-ra-bah 
[Koparaba], the place where they got kopur-ra [kopara]" (DOCA, p. 1210). The 
location of this volcano is not known. 

Konakonaba 
The name of the place where the stone called Ko-na-ko-na is found. There are veins 
in the stone, which contain a yellow substance, used for paint in warlike expeditions. 
The name of a large mountain, the N. extremity of Lake Macquarie (AG, p. 82). 

The variety of this stone, or clay, is not known at this time, nor is the location or 
identity of this mountain. 

Kuranbang 
Now known as Cooranbong, a suburb of Lake Macquarie: it reputedly means “water 
over rocks” (AHR, p. 70); though this is etymologically obscure. It situates the 
districts of one of the Awabakal clans, the one presided over by the, so-called, “King 
Ben” during Threlkeld’s time in the region (1820s-1840s). 

Malangbula 
A sacred site. From malang “together” and +bula “two”, thus The Two Together. 
“The name of two upright rocks about nine feet high, springing upon the side of a 
bluff head on the margin of the lake" (AG, p. 83). Threlkeld adds  

that they are two women who were transformed into rocks, in consequence of their 
being beaten to death (AG, p. 83). 

They were beaten to death because they had violated sacred law by having set their 
eyes upon the Muramai talismen (chapter 5), a high order object of secret men’s 
business (PHPh, DSC02226). As they were “rewarded” by being turned into rocks by 
the sky spirits, it is probable that the two women saw the muramai inadvertently, 
and were to that degree blameless. Sadly, the whole story has failed to survive either 
because it is simply lost, or it was secret business (karaata). 

These two pillars of rock were regarded as sentinels, guarding Awaba (i.e., the Lake) 
from any threats coming from the sea. Maynard adds: 
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It is said that the two were “guardians” whose role it was to protect a nearby burial 
ground which was discovered and excavated in the 1970s. The Awabakal [people] 
reputedly feared that great monsters might one day try to enter Lake Macquarie by 
coming from the sea; the women would return to human form and warn the clans of 
the impending invasion (AWF, (2004) p. 51). 

Sadly, it appears that the two pillars of rock have now eroded away. They were 
situated at present day Swansea, very near to the channel entrance. 

Nikinba 
This name literally means “Place of Coal”, and some evidence points to it being 
situated between Warners Bay and Valentine-Eleebana. Before settlement, loose 
coal could be found lying on the surface in this area. There is a story regarding the 
creation of coal. 

Nikin Umamabarata 
The second word is |uma+ma+bara+ta > |make+cause+by:some:means+it:is, and 
hence “The creation of coal”. 

It is told that long ago a great darkness overcame the earth; and this darkness 
originated from a hole at the top of a mountain at what is now called Redhead. The 
darkness blotted out the sun; all the animals, insects and birds fell silent. Messengers 
(pantimai) were sent forth to have all the people assemble together to discuss how 
the light may be restored to the world. The clevermen (karaakal) arrived at a 
decision. It was decided that the darkness could be vanquished if the origin of the 
darkness was covered over. So, all the people gathered up objects (stones, sand, 
foliage and whatever else) and used them to cover up the source of the darkness 
emerging through the surface of the earth. After the source of darkness was covered 
over, many generations passed. During this time, people continued to press the 
darkness and underworld flames together under the earth. At length, the flames and 
darkness became fused in the substance called nikin (i.e., coal). Following this 
creation of coal, the “spirit of the ancient fire” is set free whenever coal is brought to 
ignition in a fire (AWF (2004) pp. 50-51). 

Pambalong 
The region north and west of Mt Sugarloaf which formed the districts of one of the 
clans of the Awabakal people. See the entry in Chapter 5. 

Paribaangba 
The place of the ants’ nest: "[F]rom within, which a yellow dusty substance is 
collected, and used by the blacks as a paint for their bodies, called Pur-ri-báng 
[Paribaang]" (AG, pp. 83-84). 

Pitoba 
A place of white clay. "[F]rom Pi-to [pito], pipe clay, which is used by the deceased's 
relatives to paint over the whole body, as mourning" (AG, p. 83). 
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Poontobang 
Long ago, the moon (yelena) was a man, called Poontobang, and the sun was a 
woman: both the sun as an object and the sun as a woman is given the name Panal 
in Haslam’s retelling of the tale. The story concerns Poontobang’s feeling of envy 
and despair because he had to travel the great distance across the sky in the dark, 
and he had no admirers among people. Added to this, because of the phases of the 
moon, people could only on relatively rare occasions look up into the sky and see his 
entire face. By contrast, Panal was revered by people because she lit up the world. 
At length, Poontobang came to despair at his lot, and began to weep. His tears fell as 
a great downpour. Over time, these tears created what we now call Glenrock Lagoon 
(or Belmont Lagoon). The ceremonial aspect of this story is that on certain occasions 
of the new moon, the Awabakal people gathered at Glenrock (or Belmont) Lagoon 
for a corroborree to celebrate the moon. Thus, Poontobang is now comparatively 
happy. 

Poorubang 
This is name of the bora ground in which was finalised the rites of boys becoming 
men. Men who are interested in learning about initiations may contact The Miromaa 
Aboriginal Language and Technology Centre. This much can be said here: 

According to one source, the last initiation ceremony in which boys of the Awabakal 
people became initiated men was held in Wonarua territory near present day Bulga 
in 1852 (PHPh, DSC01635-7). 

The Five Islands 
We do not have the traditional name for this area, but it represents the “home base” 
of one of the clans of Awabakal people. We might tentatively call this clan the 
Karakaraan after a sacred site in the area; but it is not the traditional name of the 
clan or the area of the Five Islands.  

Tirilba 
Now known as Teralba, a suburb of Lake Macquarie. Intriguingly, Canon J. C. Stretch 
has a term 'teralba' defined as "where the edible bush "dirrawan" grows" (CSt, 
DSC01336; the word 'dirrawan' is indistinct, but does appear to have quotation 
marks enclosing it). It is fairly sure that Stretch's entry is an erratum, but raises the 
possibility that there is a word resembling, say, 'Tirawamba' conforming to Stretch's 
gloss: it is at this time a moot point. Note that until the train station was 
constructed, and the surrounding vicinities attracted the name Teralba, the name 
had previously attached to a "scattered farming community" spread over the current 
day precincts of Edgeworth, Barnsley and West Wallsend (QHAS2, p. DSC02171). So, 
since the word Tirilba means place of ticks, it is in the latter districts not the 
namesake town that the pest was to be found. 
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Wauwaraan 
The site of modern Freeman’s Waterhole: See 'Wauwai'  Chapter 2. 

In the vicinity of Lake Macquarie, betwixt it and the mountains Westerly [is located a 
waterhole]; said by the blacks to be bottomless, and inhabited by a monster of a fish 
much larger than a shark, called Wau-wai [Wauwai], it frequents the contiguous 
swamp and kills the aborigines (AG, p. 84). 

John Maynard adds that this story presumably originates with the Keylkeyl clan, 
since “the waterhole area is within that tribal boundary” (AWF, p. 58). According to 
Maynard, this clan also called the area Ngaiyuwa kauwalaang, which means 
“freshwater in abundance” (AWF, p. 58). 

See also, Wauwai, and Boroyiroong. 

Yiraanaalai 
This names a particular cliff, representing a sacred site, situated between Newcastle 
and Bar Beach (the component yira is from yiri meaning “sacred”). This location and 
the identification as a sacred site comes from AHR (p. 68). Threlkeld reports:  

On the sea beach beneath a high cliff, where, it is said, that if any persons speak, the 
stones fall down from the high arched rocks above, the crumbling state of which is 
such as to render it extremely probable that the concussions of air from the voice 
causes the effect to take place; which once occurred to myself, after being warned, 
in company with some blacks (AG, p. 84). 
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5. Common Places and Features of Landscape 
Note that for these locations, unless otherwise specified, it is simply not known if the 
terms name particular places distinguished by the presence of something, of if they 
denote any place that carries the features described by the name. 

Barayinban 
A name applied to the territory of the Pambalong clan. See Pambalong. 

Bataba 
Names any hill rising from the water (i.e., from Lake Macquarie), as is typical of the 
many peninsulæ that make up the foreshore of Lake Macquarie. The word possibly 
derives from baato a word for water (though it named fresh water at the time of 
contact) with the suffix +ba common in place names (AG, p. 82). 

Balkira 
Any mountain; from balka meaning “back” (AG, p. 82). 

Biwongkala 
A place of red tea trees. Possibly, it was one, particular, place of red tea trees, but if 
so, we do not know where that was. Note that +kala is an unusual place-name suffix, 
and its significance (if any) is not known (AG, p. 82). 

Bowan 
The site of Wallis’ Plains; named, apparently, after a swamp dwelling bird that is to 
be found in that area (AG, p. 82). 

Boyikoonumba 
Place of ferns (AG, p. 82). Note that the suffix +umba is the possessive suffix for 
persons’ names. The significance of +umba occurring in this place name is not known 
(AG, p. 82). 

Kaarakanba 
Place of swamp oaks, Kaarakan, the Casuarina glauca (AG, p. 82). 

Katai 
Any peninsula; Threlkeld reports that it names the "site of Sydney Light-house" but 
he does not tell us if the Lake people called it that or if that is what the Sydney clans 
called it (AG, p. 82). 

Kaiyaaraba 
A place of seaweeds (AG, p. 82). 
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Koyikalingba 
A place of the native raspberry bush. From 'Koyikaling', a sort of bramble bearing a 
berry like a raspberry (AG, p. 82). 

Mulubinba 
Place of the sea fern. The site of the Newcastle foreshore in the vicinity of the mouth 
of the Hunter River, so-named from an indigenous “sea fern” named, Mulubin that 
grew profusely thereabouts (AG, p. 82). 

Munangaraba 
The place of the sea snipe: i.e., Latham’s sea snipe, Gallinago Hardwickii. Threlkeld 
adds: "where they resort" (AG, p. 83).  It is said that "Pelican [and] Coon Island were 
[such] spots" (AHR, p. 69). 

Munukaan 
Name of a point into the sea. 

Under which is a seam of canal coal, beneath which a thick seam of superior 
common coal joins, and both jet into the sea betwixt three and four fathoms of 
water. The Government Mineral Surveyor found on examination, that the two veins 
were nearly nine feet in thickness, and the coal of excellent quality (AG, p. 83). 

The actual site is not currently known. 

Ngaraanba 
A place having brambles. The ngaraan bramble does not produce fruit. This sort is 
said, by Threlkeld to be “inferior” to Talkira (AG, p. 82). 

Ngarawan 
A flat, broad, plain  (AG, p. 90); see ngarawantaara. 

Ngarawantaara 
A flat, broad, plain. See Ngarawan. Any differences as may obtain between 
ngarawan and ngarawantaara is not known (AG, p. 83). 

Ngaroong 
Any Island; see also Pulba (AG, p. 82). 

Ngoloyaawey 
A point of land on the south side of the lake (AG, p. 83); we have no further 
information. It may be Point Wollstoncroft . 
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Ngooroowinba 
Threlkeld named this the “female Emu place”, from ngooroowin the female emu 
(AG, p. 83). “One such place was near Jewel’s Swamp” (AHR, p. 69). These remarks 
are the cause of some consternation, because it is the male emu that tends the nest, 
the eggs and the chicks. So, the very idea of a “female emu place” is one the 
significance of which is rather obscure. 

Nikinba 
Place of coal;  

from Nikin [meaning “coal”]. The whole lake twenty one miles long by eight, abounds 
with coal" (AG, p. 83).  

As a Place-Name, Nikinba was the traditional name for the foreshore or littoral 
surrounding Lake Macquarie. There is some suggestion that Nikinba was more 
specifically located somewhere between Warner’s Bay and Eleebana. See Nikin 
Umamabarata (in Chapter 3) for information about the origin of coal. 

Niritiba 
Derived "from Niriti, the mutton bird which abounds there" (AG, p.83). Evidently, the 
same came to be called Moon Island, and also, more simply, Mutton bird Island. The 
island just outside Swansea Heads. It was also called Green Island (AWF (2004) p. 
54). 

Pantei 
“A narrow place. The name of any narrow point of land” (AG, p. 84). 

Pulba 
Any island; see also Ngaroong (AG, p. 82). 

Talkaba 
“The soft tea tree place”, talka is called the “soft” tea tree, evidently a type with 
fairly soft bark. See Talka. 

Talkiriba 
A place of brambles; this sort does not produce fruit. Again there is the ambiguity of 
not knowing if this denotes a particular place or any such place. This sort of bramble 
is said by Threlkeld to be “superior” to the ngaraan: see also Ngaraanba (AG, p. 82). 

Tampowaba 
“A clayey place” (AG, p. 83). Said to be in the vicinity of current day Toronto West. 
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Tirabeynba 
From tira, a tooth and +beyn a feminine suffix, denoting a “long point of land tooth 
like” (AG, p. 84). The actual location appears to be that of Bolton Point according to a 
map from an early Geological report which also mentions a 'Tirrabeenbah Mountain' 
(W.B. Clarke, 1842). 
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6. Maps and Figures 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Map 1: Detail of Map of NSW Languages: NSW Aboriginal Language, Research and 
Resource Centre (www.maps.nswgov.au). 
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Map 2: Detail, of the Horton Map, showing South-Eastern Coast from AbAus 

LOOKING FOR BETTER RESOLUTION IMAGE 
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Map 3: Henry Dangar’s map of the Hunter River and the counties of Durham and 
Northumberland: Lake Macquarie (Awaba) can be seen at centre left of the map 

 

Map 4: Detail from the Tindale Map, showing Awabakal 
and neighbouring territories, and indicating topog-
raphical relief (Tribal boundaries drawn by Winnifred 
Mumford on a base map produced by the Division of 
National Mapping, Dept of national Development 
Canberra Aust for Tindale’s ATA. 
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Map 5: Awabakal Territory: drafted By Perc Haslam. 
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7. Attributes of Human Life 

Aunt 
No word has been recorded for this relation, but see Tankaan. 

Bingai 
Elder brother; this would also include at least first cousins. On that basis, just about 
every boy or man, of the same generation and older than oneself within the konara 
(clan), will be one’s bingai: cf. kambal. 

Biyang 
What you call your father when you address him. Very probably, this term would 
also apply to one’s uncles. 

Biyangbai 
The term for “father” when you speak about your, or someone else’s, father; 
probably applies to uncles too. 

Body Painting and Scarring 
Men interested in learning more about initiations and other ritual matters may 
contact The Miromaa Aboriginal Language and Technology Centre.  

Bunkilingeyl 
This word derives from *bun the base of “hit” according to the following 
composition: bun+kili+ngeyl as {hit+VERB+PLACE}. It can refer to any place where a 
hitting took place, from a casual knock, the scene of an accident or assault, a battle 
ground and also a place where a duel took place. Probably there were places of 
special significance, set aside for such interaction, but we have no reliable infor-
mation in that regard. Threlkeld provides this account. 

On points of aboriginal honour M’Gill [Birabaan] was exceedingly sensitive. “I must 
go,” said he one day, “to stand my punishment as a man of honour though I have 
done no wrong.” The hostile message had been duly sent, and faithfully delivered by 
the seconds ; one of these was an elderly female, who made her verbal 
communication with all the accustomed vituperation of daring challenge to the 
offended party ; it was duly accepted ; the weapons named, the cudgel, shield and 
spear ; the time was appointed, a certain day when the sun  was one quarter high ; 
the place, a plain in a certain well-known vicinity attached to our dwelling [i.e., the 
mission]. Messengers were despatched to gather in the distant tribes, and on the 
mountain tops were seen the signal fires announcing their approach to witness the 
affair of honour. When the tribes had assembled a mutual explanation ensued 
betwixt the parties, and the evening dance and supper of game peacefully 
terminated the business of the day. The course usually pursued when matters take a 
hostile turn is this : the offending party is the first to stoop and offer his head for his 
antagonist to strike with his weapon ; and, if not disabled or killed by the blow, he 
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rises from his bending posture, shaking the streaming blood from his bushy hair, and 
then his opponent fairly and honourably bends forward his head, and presents it in 
return to receive his blow ; and so it is reciprocally continued until all the assembled 
parties and combatants themselves are satisfied. But should either strike dishon-
orably on the temple, thus showing an intention to kill, or in any other way than on 
the fairly offered cranium of his antagonist, a shower of well-directed spears would 
instantly be sent against the cowardly assailant, who should dare to be guilty of such 
a breach  of the laws of honour (TKEY, pp. 6-7). 

How this relates particularly and generally to “punishment” is not specifically 
clarified, and perhaps Birabaan had intended the term in a peculiar, non-standard, 
way.  

Crime and Punishment 
See Turukoonbita. 

Dancing 
See Untelita. 

Disease and Decline of Population 
It is clear that the Aboriginal people of Australia had developed no general immunity 
to many diseases common among Europeans. So a common cold would be a severe 
malady, and a proper influenza could be fatal. Even common childhood deseases will 
have been devastating. Consider the following. 

In 1826, it is estimated that there were 760 Aboriginal people in the vicinity of 
Newcastle. This would mean, that if we consider the scope of the Lake Macquarie 
region (and thus the people of the Awabakal clans) there will have been upwards of 
1,000-1,400 or so Awabakal people. Accordingly, as the population became so 
quickly depleted, the possibility follows that the ravages of disease must have been a 
considerable contributor to their rapid decline down to between one and two 
hundred individuals by the late 1820s and early 1830s. For though there was a 
continuous sequence of sporadic depredations upon, especially female, Aboriginal 
people—mainly, but not exclusively by escaped convicts—there were not any major 
massacres in the region insofar as has been recorded. Perhaps many went 
elsewhere, but disease must surely have taken its toll. Threlkeld mentions a measles 
epidemic in 1836. 

During the present year, the Measles have been very prevalent amongst the 
Aborigines, and have carried off many of the Natives, from whom Mrs. Threlkeld and 
our nine children caught the complaint, and were laid up at one time. Providentially, 
the disease has now subsided (The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 
Saturday, 16th July 1836). 

For Threlkeld to have said that the disease “carried off many of the Natives” one can 
infer that the desease was fatal among the Aboriginal population. 

Duels 
See Bunkilingeyl. 
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Edible Grub  
The Awabakal people would get a branch of a large tree—“the thickness of a man’s 
thigh”—and immerse it it a body of water. At length, numerous specimens of a 
particular kind of grub burrow into the branch, 

[w]here it thrives and multiplies so rapidly that, in no time, the wood becomes like a 
honey-comb, full of cells, containing these delicacies. The natives then take it out of 
the water, cleave it in pieces, and riot on its animal contents (ARP II, p. 341). 

The name of this grub is not recorded. 

Fisherwoman 
See Makorobeyn. 

Fishing 
See makorokaanei. 

Fun 
See Mila mila. 

Games 
See Mila mila. 

Grandchild, Grandfather, Grandmother 
No words have been recorded for these terms. 

Hunting 
See Waibalita 

Initiations 
Men wishing to learn about initiations should contact The Miromaa Aboriginal 
Language and Technology Centre. There is no information regarding women’s 
initiation except to say that women’s ceremonies were held somewhere along 
present days’ Murry’s Run. 

Kambal 
Younger brother; this would also include at least first cousins. On that basis, just 
about every boy or man, of the same generation and younger than oneself within 
the konara (clan), will be one’s kambal: cf. bingai. 

Karaakal 
A cleverman, the clevermen: these are the men of secrets (literally, see below). They 
could interpret the wind, heal the sick, and, more malevolently, put curses on 
people. These men were in touch with the spirits, and were those who saw Kowan 
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(the Great Spirit) when the latter welcomed people to various ceremonies. The word 
seems derived as {karaa+kal} where karaa means “a secret” and +kal is a suffix which 
when intended to refer to people denotes a man.25 It is not clear if becoming a 
karaakal came about by a “normal” initiation ceremony (the Awabakal had 10 
degrees of initiation). Otherwise, perhaps Karaakal were apprenticed to a master, 
and this rôle was separate from the series of initiations. It is not recorded if there 
were female counterparts (karaakaleyn). See also marakaan. 

Karakoong 
First born son; also as ngaro. 

Konara 
Clan; mob: any largish group of people or animals. 

Kooti 
Relation, visitor/guest or friend. Essentially, any person belonging to one’s clan, and 
any person visiting with one’s clan may be spoken of as kooti. 

Kootii 
Possessions, one’s goods and chattels. 

Korima 
Nose-bones used as ornaments. See Ngangkoon, for more details about these 
objects. 

Koyiyoong 
A campsite. The term became extended to denote towns after settlement. The word 
appears to have derived from koyiyang “a campfire” by semantic ablaut (sound-
change) to the final syllable. 

Makorobeyn 
Fisherwoman: this term involves a particular practice, but accounts vary. On one 
account, a girl from the clan was selected at a young age, and a piece of twine was 
bound tightly around her little finger until it atrophied and dropped off. The severed 
finger tip was then "sacrificed" to the lake and it was believed that afterwards fish 
would be attracted to her when she went fishing (AHR, p. 73). Threlkeld, however, 
says that he noted  

several of the women and young girls, one of about five years of age, had lost their 
little fingers on the right hand at the second joint. We ascertained that this practice 
of amputation at the joint was customary amongst the fisher-women in order, as it 

                                                      
25 The underlying meaning of +kal is something like “being part of the time and place of such and 
such”. 
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was supposed, to facilitate the throwing of the fishing line from the hand on which it 
is coiled, without entanglement with the little finger (ARP I, p. 44). 

Gunson, though, quotes Walter Harper who wrote in 1897 that the women fish with 
the line over the forefinger, and that amputation serves to provide a sacrifice to "a 
mighty deity, to avert disease", and that the practice was introduced from Asia! 
(ARP, p. 72 & n. 14). Turbet adds: "It seems that among the people of Port Jackson 
most of the girls had this procedure done to their left hand (called there the "mal-
gun" -- probably as 'malgan'); females who hadn't "undergone the amputation were 
looked upon contemptuously" (ASD, p. 13). Mathews reports that this practice is 
wide spread (found in the NT and WA) but not universal, however, in every instance 
of which he was familiar, the "twine" used was a particular form of spider's silk (CiT, 
pp. 53-54). 

Makorokaanei 
Implements or methods of fishing: the word is derived via {makoro+kaan+ei} as 
{fish+performer+instrumental}. Threlkeld provides the following description of 
fishing. 

Their mode of fishing is curious, sometimes angling with hook and line thrown by the 
hand as they are seated in the bark canoe, sometimes diving for shell fish, 
sometimes standing in their frail bark [i.e., canoe] darting their spears in the fish as 
they pass, or at other times using hand nets forming a circle in shallow waters and 
enclosing the fish; but the most curious method is that of planting sprigs of bushes in 
a zig-zag form across the streams, leaving an interval at the point of every angle 
where the men stand with their nets to catch what others frighten towards them by 
splashing in the water (ARP II, p. 190). 

It is fair to say that the women carried the main burden of providing for fish. Their 
method was prominently by hand line. 

This was mostly done by women in canoes, specially selected women from an early 
age who lost part of the little finger of the right hand. Men would use strong card 
[sic.] lines to fish off the beach (DOCA, p. 1083)  

The term 'card lines' is probably an mistake for 'cord lines' but the point is obscure. 

Naked and shivering with the cold the women used to be seen, in the winter seasons 
suffering severely from the effects of the bleak wind until a sufficient supply of fish 
was obtained, when they returned to shore... It was a pleasing sight on a calm 
summer's evening to see a number of the native canoes on the glass-like surface of 
the lake, sending up their strait [sic.] columns of smoke from the centre of the 
barques (ARP I, p. 54). 

Although we have no word recorded for the crayfish (or lobster), Threlkeld does 
describe the means of obtaining them. 

The crawfish [crayfish] is a favourite food, and much hazard was undergone by the 
aborigines in endeavouring to obtain them. The general mode was to go out 
choosing a calm day at sea, in one of their frail canoes, and dive along side of the 
rocks, and pull the fish out of their holes in the rock underwater, by their long horns, 
sometimes a shark would make its appearance (ARP II, p. 55; insertion in original). 
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The staple food was in the form of the other forms of shellfish, cockles, mussels, 
pippies, and oysters. 

Cockles were the everyday dish on the lake, not because they are the favourite food, 
but because they can be, at all seasons, most easily obtained. These are roasted and 
eaten, squeezing them first in the hand to press out the superfluous liquor contained 
within them, but they are a tough morsel (ARP I, p. 55). 

It is unsure to which species Threlkeld refers to in this remark. However, they also 
had access to the rock oyster, Munboonkaan (Saccostrea glomerata), and the mud 
oyster, Mokoyi, (Ostrea angasi); which surely are not “tough morsels”. 

The so-called “black whale” (Toroongan) was regarded a "prized food source" (AG, p. 
92). "[It p]rovided many a feast along the beaches of Newcastle and Lake Macquarie" 
(DOCA, p. 1022). Threlkeld adds, 

A Whale, cast on shore, is quite a feast, and messengers are despatched to all the 
neighbouring tribes, who assemble and feats upon the monster of the deep so long 
as the treat lasts (ARP II, p. 55; presumably by ‘tribe’ Threlkeld intends “clans”) 

It is unsure what the type is, but the current best theory is that it is a type of pilot 
whale: the most likely candidates are either or both the long-finned pilot whale, 
Globicephalus melas, and/or the short-finned pilot whale Globicephalus 
macrorhyncus (MLA, p. 523). 

It happenes too that we are told that “[p]orpoises are never refused. We shot one or 
two, once, in the lake, and the blacks drew the dead fish [sic.] on shore”, but it is not 
stated if they were regularly hunted; by ‘porpoise’ Threlkeld is probably referring to 
bottlenosed dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). 

Marakaan 
A “mystic bone”: Threlkeld tells us that the bone  

is obtained by the Ka-rá-kal, a doctor, or conjuror; three of which sleep on the grave 
of a recently interred corpse, where in the night, during their sleep, the dead person 
inserts a mysterious bone into each thigh of the three doctors, who feel the puncture 
not more severe than that of the sting of an ant!  The bones remain in the flesh of 
the doctors, without any inconvenience to them, until they wish to kill any person, 
when by unknown means, it is said, and believed, they destroy in a supernatural 
manner their ill fated victim by the mysterious bone, causing it to enter into their 
bodies, and so occasion their death ! ! ! (AG, p. 88; reproduced exactly). 

The word perhaps derives as {marai+kaan} where marai means “spirit” and +kaan 
denotes the performer. 

Marriage 
Threlkeld tells us that there were special words for husband and wife, respectively, 
pooribai and poorikanbai (AG, p. 91); Haslam elaborates by remarking the root for 
‘born’—*poor—in the words and noting that these words are examples of the use of 
“sacred language, involving the element of human creation” (DOCA, p. 1050). 
Nonetheless, there appears to be no word for ‘marriage’, ‘wedding’, etc. Before 
getting to more details, it is well to understand a certain “demographical” 
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arrangement that characterised an Awabakal encampment—at least insofar as 
concerns the Pambalong clan. 

The single men live in a camp by themselves: the married men, wives and children 
(including single women) in another camp. No single man is allowed to enter the 
married men’s camp, unless he is specially invited, or can show good ground for 
tresspassing. If he is caught within the lines, more especially after nightfall, he stands 
a good chance of a spearing, or perhaps worse still a good beating with the nulla-
nulla. If he is desirous of obtaining a wife, he makes his wants known. The news soon 
goes about, and if he has not already fixed his eyes upon a dark maiden he is soon 
introduced to several. He consults his parents of the matter. The daughter has really 
no voice in the contract (in UIS, p. 34). 

The separation of wungarapiin (young bachelors) from the main encampments 
seems correct. One matter strikes odd with me here. From this account, one would 
infer that the husband-to-be is to choose a wife from among the daughters of his 
own clan! But it is well recorded that the Awabakal, like all Aboriginal people, 
practised exogamy, and would acquire wives from other peoples (from other clans, 
but also from outside, e.g., Wonarua, Worimi, Darkinung, etc.). Indeed, Bernard 
McKiernan tells us that “Marriage was not permitted among the local groups. Wives 
were obtained from the tribes at Port Stephens and Patterson River, either by 
elopement or capture” (McK, p. 887). He adds to the matter of elopement and 
capture: 

It frequently happened that the delinquent and his companions were overtaken on 
the return journey by the irate warriors of the woman’s tribe, and a fight took place 
between the parties. Should the abductor’s party  be successful in the encounter, he 
retained his prize; while if the woman’s kinsmen were victorious, she had to return 
to her tribe. The prize went to the victors in either case. Often it happened that the 
abducting party succeeded in returning to their own camping grounds in safety, then 
the young woman was given in charge to the old women at the camp and the young 
men of the camp betook themselves to other parts for a few days. If when they 
returned, they found things as they had left them, then the pair settled down in the 
old Aboriginal way, but if an invading party of the woman’s tribe had appeared 
during their absence, then the young Romeo had to await a more favourable 
opportunity of taking his Juliet. During the absence of the young men the old men 
remained behind at the camp with the women; it would therefore appear that they 
were not liable to punishment for the offences of the young men, in this respect at 
least (McK, p. 887). 

It is probable that McKiernan’s account is correct for the situations involving 
abduction or elopement. However, it was also common that marriages were 
arranged, often when the betrothed were both still children. In that situation we 
have conflicting accounts. Ranging from Horatio Hale’s very unromantic description 
(see next) to a rather more romantic account given by a journalist for the Wallsend & 
Plattsburg Sun (1890) (further below). 

Nevertheless, there are conflicting reports regarding the institution of marriage. Hale 
formed the opinion that there were no formal rites regarding marriage, except that 
parents often promised their children to the children of other parents, and such that 
when the man came of age, he simply went to the girl’s parents and claimed her. 
Men would, if they could, accumulate wives; and would lend them, or give them 
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away, as they pleased (in UIS, p. 33). The ideas of multiple wives and 
abduction/elopements are at least compatible. Next, we examine the other point of 
view. 

In considerable contrast, the Wallsend & Plattsburg Sun (1890) describes an 
elaborate set of rituals for men of the Pambalong clan to “win” a wife. But the 
newspaper’s report is itself somewhat contestable. It first points out the man about 
to be married should be around “19 years – when he began to grow a beard”, but it 
is later stated that “before he lives with his wife he has to go through certain 
mysterious ceremonies which finally end with him coming back with a front tooth 
knocked out” (in UIS, p. 34) ! But these ceremonies take place when boys are around 
13 to 15.26 Three possibilities present themselves. (i) The journalist has conflated 
ceremonies, such that there is another set of rites to go through before the man may 
begin to live with his wife, but it was not the tooth-evulsion ceremony; (ii) perhaps, 
by the 1890s, traditional life had been so disrupted that initiation ceremonies had 
become postponed until boys were older; (iii) it was simply a misinterpretation such 
that the journalist was informed that a man had to have a tooth missing (i.e., be 
initiated) before he could be married, but not such that the tooth-evulsion rite 
occurred close to the time of marriage. 

At any rate,  the Wallsend & Plattsburg Sun, records the following set of elaborate 
rites that the man had to accomplish before he lived with a woman. 

The young man before he takes a wife, has to prove himself a man – to show he can 
keep a wife. In the first place he is compelled to live of the outskirts of the camp for a 
week, fortnight or three weeks, and during that time he must bring home to his 
intended an abundant supply of game won by his own spear or boomerang. Should 
he fail in this test, the marriage ceremony is postponed for a few more moons, or 
perhaps knocked on the head altogether. If he accomplishes the task set him 
successfully (and any fairly skilful hunter can accomplish it) he is examined in tribal 
law and things in general, while old women prepare him for the marriage state.  
Having proved to the whole tribe that he is able to maintain a wife he has to go 
through certain mysterious ceremonies… [here is the point at which the tooth 
evulsion ceremony is surprisingly alluded.] These ceremonies of man making [i.e., 
initiation/tooth evulsion] and marriage were generally performed at the Doghole 
(Bora). The Doghole is situated a couple of miles from Minmai and is the head of the 
Big (Hexham) Swamp (in UIS, p. 34; emphasis added). 

We note that the man camping on the “outskirts of the camp” makes sense if we 
think of him coming, say, from the Pambalong clan, and camping on the outskirts of 
a Worimi clan; otherwise, it would be that he is with all the other wungarapiin as 
mentioned at the top of this section. So we can overlook the apparent acceptance of 
endogamic (clan-internal) marriage relations as a misunderstanding on the part of 
the journalist. 

If now we set aside the reference to tooth-evulsion, the above seems to inform us 
that, for the Pambalong clan, the Doghole (as yet unlocated) was a Bora ground, 
where initiation rites were enacted; but also—according to the Journalist—marriage 

                                                      
26 It apparently depended of there being enough boys, having reached the onset of puberty, to make 
a decent group. 
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ceremonies were possibly performed. At least we get the idea that the old women 
prepared him. What this entailed is not recorded, but presumably, ochre is applied. 
Presumably, too, music, song and dance were involved. 

Mila mila 
This word is derived from milaba defined as “place of fun” {mila+ba = fun+place}. 
Reduplication is a common feature of the language, so it seemed reasonable to 
suppose that mila mila would mean “great fun”, “much fun” and also “amusement”. 
Threlkeld lists a game in which the picture of some animal would be scratched into 
the seed of a wild plum.27 The seed is then concealed in the palm of the hand, while 
others guess at what has been represented. 

Another amusement was to cut a piece of red-gum-tree bark, into a circular shape, 
and about 18 inches [43cm] diameter. This they would throw on the ground, on its 
edge, wherin it would trundle like a hoop, and whilst thus rolling they would send a 
shower of spears at it, and the one that transfixed it in the centre was complimented 
with a loud shout of applause from the spectators (ARP II, p. 56). 

Threlkeld observed that song and dance were favourite pastimes, adding that songs 
might have been brought in by the pantimai from considerable distance such that 
the singers and the audience did not understand the lyric, but that “no more 
inconvenience arose to them than does” to speakers of English listening to Italian 
opera (ARP II, p. 56). See Untelita for a description of a dance. 

Muramai 
This denotes a sacred emblem carried by men; each boy is presented with one after 
successful initiation. It is strictly taboo for any woman to put eyes on it: the penalty 
is death. Any men desiring to learn about this charm may contact The Miromaa 
Aboriginal Language and Technology Centre. 

Ngangkoon 
Also called Korima, nor is any difference between the terms known. These objects 
are bones put through the septum of the nose for ornament. It remains possible that 
they held a more spiritual significance, but the aspect has not been recorded. They 
did however possess a certain social, possibly diplomatic, significance, as below. 

The nose peg was considered a great ornament and in the early days no man would 
consider speaking to a stranger of importance without this decoration (McK, p. 886). 

Ngangkoon were not worn by women or by boys until they went for initiation. 

                                                      
27 No native term is provided. 
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Ngapaal 
A word for “woman” that has unsure reference. It was recorded by Threlkeld as 
“concubine”, but there is a sentence example that suggests this isn’t correct.28 
Haslam offered “girlfriend”, but this also strikes me as unlikely. The hypothesis put 
forward here is that ngapaal is used to refer to women outside one’s immediate and 
intimate circle. Cf. nukang. 

Ngaramangta 
This word derived from the title ngaramang (initiated man) with the suffix +ta which 
turns a word into an impersonal noun. Possibly the root is *ngara being the verb-
base denoting hearing, listening, believing, obeying and knowing. Apart from the first 
initiation of pubescent boys into manhood, there are nine further degrees for men. 
We know nothing about initiations of women, except that it is reported that certain 
women’s-only rites where held at Murry’s Run in the Yango Mountains. 

Ngaranta 
A very high degree initiation, perhaps the highest. There is a small possibility it is 
pronounced 'Ngarunta'. Elswhere, Haslam speaks of it with reference to the 
Dhanggati and Gumbainggir people; but he does not indicate whence the word 
originates (and on that basis perhaps 'ngaranda/ngarunda' is the actual form). This 
term is attributed to the Dhanggati and Gumbainggir people (QDAH, p. DSC02069). 
Men wishing to know more about initiations may contact The Miromaa Aboriginal 
Language and Technology Centre. 

Ngarinambai 
Son-in-law: typically in Aboriginal societies there are sharp restrictions regarding 
communicating with one’s in-law relations. We have no information regarding this of 
the Awabakal people. 

Ngaro 
A word meaning “before, earlier, preceding, first” and used as a name for the first 
born or eldest son. Possibly, this should be ngarong. If so then it would explain (i) 
ngarongeyn, “old woman”, as {ngarong+eyn i.e., preceding+FEM}; and thus (ii) 
ngarombai, “old man”, occurs because the terminal -ng- transposes to -m- before 
the -b-. 

Ngarokal 
An elder, in the sense of social authority rather than the sense of being an old man. 
Old man is ngarombai. Ngarokal is exclusively male: cf. ngarokaleyn. 

                                                      
28 The manner by which it could have been correct is if it were reserved for women that had been 
abducted from other areas, which occasionally happened. The sentence example simply asked who 
had gone away, and the answer was ngapaal (SD, p. 8). 
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Ngarokaleyn 
The same sense as ngarokal except modified to denote the female sex. 

Ngarombai 
An elderly man: the word is derived as {ngaro+bai} where ngaro means “before, 
earlier, preceding, first”. The suffix +bai is otherwise used to pick out family 
members, and its appearance on this word may merely acknowledge the 
interrelations of small clan-based society. It is not clear why the -m- occurs (but see 
ngaro). 

Ngarongeyn 
An elderly woman: the word is derived similarly to ngarombai: i.e., via {ngaro+eyn}, 
where ngaro is defined in the entry for ngarokal and +eyn is a feminine suffix. The 
segment -ng-, as {ngaro-ng+eyn}, occurs perhaps to facilitate the transition between 
the two vowels (but see ngaro). 

Necklaces 
All women wore a necklace made up of shells, and rarely wore anything else. We do 
not know the significance of these necklaces. Perhaps they are just adornments 
afterall. 

Ngirin 
This is a hypothetical word, derived from ngirimbai (which see next). It would be the 
form you use when addressing your elder sister, or elder first cousin. This is based on 
Biyang being the addressive form of Biyangbai (father). 

Ngirimbai 
Recorded as “first born daughter”. As no other word has been recorded for “elder 
sister”, it is hypothetically reasonable to suppose that we could use this word to 
refer to anyone’s (including one’s own) elder sister. Cf. ngirin and wungambai. There 
is support for the inference from Wonarua, Ghadang and Darkinjung each of which 
have very similar words translated as sister. 

Nomadic Lifestyle 
We have the following account relating to the Pambalong clan. The clan (made of 
several to many sub-groups or “mobs”) would periodically decamp from one vicinity 
and move en masse to another locality. This would be a well orchestrated and 
intentional shift. The Wallsend & Plattsburg Sun, 1890–17/12 had this to say about 
the perioding shifting of camps. 

The fact is that they are regulating the food supply. Directly on the coastline, a camp 
could exist for many months without shifting, but inland, on the creeks and rivers it 
was a different thing. A few weeks played the accessible game in the vicinity out, and 
a shift had to be made. But all tribal movements were made with the knowledge of 
the neighbouring tribes [i.e., mobs], and in this matter the laws were very definite 
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and religiously followed. The line of march was generally in a semi-circle by the Big 
Swamp Blacks [i.e., the Pambalong clan]. This plan when examined was strategical as 
well as necessary. For instance, we’ll suppose that a body of blacks in the Old House 
paddock (a favourite camp) [location unknown] were about to strike camp, they 
would signal to the Tarro tribe [mob!] by means of fire and smoke of their intention 
to move. The signal would be well understood, the Big Swamp (now called Hexham) 
lying between the parties. The camps move the next day – one to the right the other 
to the left – and when the day’s march is over it will be found that the tribes [mobs] 
stand no nearer to one another than before the camp was struck! This movement in 
opposite directions is essentially necessary, for if one tribe [mob] followed another 
the last might starve. This arrangement also allows the animal inhabitants of the hills 
and trees to recuperate (UIS, p. 30). 

Nukang 
This is a word translated as “woman”; it is commonly translated as “wife” in AG. So, 
in contrast to ngapaal (which see), this term is used to refer to women who are 
wives, or otherwise within one’s intimate circle. 

Pambalong 
This is the received name of the clan of the Awabakal which ranged from round-
about present day Newcastle west, extending along the southern bank of the Hunter 
River, north west (following the Hunter) through Hexham/Tarro. It then swings south 
west to Black Hill–Buttai districts and ends at the north–north east fringe of Mt 
Sugarloaf. A study in 1981 conducted for the R. W. Miller & Co Pty Ltd mine proposal 
states that the "headquarters" of the Pambalang clan was around Buttai (UIS, p. 29). 
Apparently, though, whereas Pambalong is the name of the clan itself, their 
homeland was called Barayineban (UIS, p. 28).29 Haslam has suggested that the 
ending be bin (i.e., +biin) and meaning “bright place” (UIS, p. 28). He evidently bases 
this on kilibiinbiin which means “bright, shining,” etc. More likely, though, it forms a 
plural marker (+biin or +piin) as found in wungarapiin = “youths” and woyipiin = 
“eyelashes”, and in the place name Kintiiyirapiin.30 

This mob was also called the “Big Swamp” people by early settlers (UIS, pp. 27-8). 
However, there does not seem to be any part of the word Pambalong that means 
“big”; +long (otherwise +lang, +laang or +lung)31 has no known derivation. The part 
*Pamba is equally obscure unless it is meant to be Paamiba in which case we have 
Paami+ba and thus “place of paami” and paami is a certain (unknown) type of 
flower. If this preceding then the rôle of +long in the word is very obscure. See also, 
Barayinban. 

                                                      
29 There is a suffix +baan, but it applies, I think, only to animate entities. 
30 This would give us kili+piin+piin meaning “many many shinings” as the play of bright sunlight on 
the water (hence Kilaben Bay). 
31 The suffix +laang is understood as a suffix added to indicate inherent potential, or conveying 
“have”. 
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Pantimai 
A species of ambassador: it was a very important position. The person of a pantimai 
was sacrosanct, and could not be molested under any circumstances; the rôle was 
recognised throughout a good deal of current NSW. Only a fully initiated man had 
the knowledge and the skills to avoid the spiritual hazards of the night, and pantimai 
would need often to travel through the night. On his missions, he would wear a cloak 
made of kangaroo skin, a headband made of woven plant fibres, and carried a 
kaibang (torch). His missions were various. Sometimes he would simply visit with 
various other clans, and pass on new nangun (songs) and dances, in turn he would 
learn the new ones in the visited place and bring them back. In this way the 
individual cultures and experiences of the local clans, would be shared around a 
much larger area. Soon, of course, songs would lose meaning as they travelled over 
to another language group; but dances could travel indefinitely. It remains quite 
possible that some dances travelled across the entire continent. In addition to this 
work as, let us say, a “cultural attaché”, the pantimai would perform more serious 
diplomatic work, such as negotiate truces and peace treaties, and to declare war: the 
pantimai could declare war with another tribe or clan, secure in the knowledge that 
he could return home unmolested. He also adjudicated duels. 

Piriwal 
A chieftain: It is not recorded how a chieftain was selected, or came to accede to the 
office. It is not known how the balance of power between, on the one hand, the 
piriwal and, on the other hand, the ngarokal (the elders) was set or negotiated. 
Presumably, however, a piriwal would have to be a fully initiated man. There were 
ten degrees of initiation for men. Women also had their chieftains: we do not know 
how—or even if—the word changed. One possibility is Piriwaleyn; another is 
Piriwalkan. 

Pooran 
A word which along with poorii is related to the root *poor, with an original meaning 
of ‘drop’, but coming to be accociated with the concept of birth, and then with 
initiations. Pooran denotes a dream or vision. So too the verb Pooranwitiliko 
derived Pooran+witi+liko as {vision+sing+INFINITIVE}. Of linguistic interest, however, 
the verb-base *see, in Djirbal (Atherton Tableland) is *bura. See Witipulmaliko. 

Poorii 
A "song-line", as in the Boree Track. That is, a sacred song. Although there is a 
general understanding that there is a sacred songline through the Wattagan and 
Yango mountains details are perhaps contentious. For the derivation of this word 
(from *poor) see Pooran. 

Poorubang 
For this term, see entry in Chapter 3 
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Taiyool 
The youngest son: the word miti, meaning “very small” was also used as a pet name 
for the youngest son, but it is unclear if this was age-dependent such that after so 
many years miti is no longer appropriate. 

Tambaa 
This names the so-called “marriage law” which establishes the tradition that a man 
may not speak to, nor even look upon, his mother-in-law. This often extends to other 
in-law relations in other parts of Australia where the local culture has retained 
traditional elements. For example, in the Kimberly regions, it may be that two 
brothers-in-law meet. If they wish to converse they must face opposite directions, 
keep looking straight ahead and converse in the “mother-in-law” tongue (an 
“avoidance language” for which it is often forbidden for there to be any word, or 
even suffix, that occurs in both the ordinary and avoidance languages). It seems, 
however, to have been a little different here, and rather than there being a “mother-
in-law” tongue, spoken by both the men and the women, the women spoke both the 
ordinary Awabakal, and in addition spoke a distinct language from that of the men. 
Communication between a man and his mother-in-law (?and other in-laws?) 
required a go-between. We know nothing at all about the women’s language. 
However, as the women come into the clans from other clans via marriage, it is 
probable that the women’s language derives as a patois (i.e., combination) of other 
languages. 

Perc Haslam recorded this word as “Sambar law” (DOCA, p. 1152), but the ‘s’ makes 
the report almost certainly a corruption. We have taken the obvious course, 
coverted the ‘s’ into its counterpart stop-consonant, and deleted the opaque ‘r’ at 
the end 

Tankaan 
Denotes a mother, and probably aunts too. It is tempting to suppose that the word 
derives as {tan+kaan}, where +kaan is the performative suffix (i.e., where the word 
makoro means fish, makorokaan names somebody who is fishing). However, even 
were this analysis regarding +kaan correct, we could not make any similar appraisal 
of the part *tan. 

Trade 
See Tunbiliko. 

Trance 
See Witipulmaiko. 

Tunbiliko 
The word tunbiliko is the infinitive part, ‘to exchange’, of the verb-base *tun or 
*tunbi. 
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Trade was not uncommon in pre-colonial days. The sacred Muramai (q.v.) talisman 
was prepared from quartz, carnelian, and other semi-precious stones, and these 
were “sent from tribe to tribe for hundreds of miles on the sea coast, and in the 
interior” (AG, p. 88). Threlkeld also tells of an expedition, made by Birabaan, “to the 
[Wattagan] mountains with upwards of 60 spears to exchange for oppossum cord 
made of the fur” (ARP II, p. 206). Evidently, hunting and battle spears (warai), barbed 
fishing spears (kalaara) and 3-pronged fishing spears (moting) made by the 
Awabakal people were highly prized in other districts. 

Turukoonbita 
Punishment of crimes constituted a trial by ordeal. This word is the infinitive form to 
punish. It has the verb-base *turu which appears to have derived from *tura ‘pierce’ 
(typically with spear). We then add a pronominal marker +koon which has an elusive 
meaning, but appears to refer to the instrument or medium by which such-and-such 
is accomplished. The part +biliko forms the infinitive. The suffix +ta (in the heading) 
acts to convert the verb to the noun ‘(a) punishment’. 

The accused would stand holding a shield, while men from the offended family 
and/or clan would throw a number of spears at the defendant. The result of this trial 
settled the matter, such that if the defendant escaped unscathed, there would be no 
further retribution. If he were wounded (or more rarely killed) that also was an end 
to the matter. It appears that there is no evidence that leg-spearing was practised by 
the Awabakal people. Threlkeld provides this account. 

On Oct. 31st [1825], the Aborigines from Main River [i.e., the Hunter], Sugar-loaf 
Mountain, Port Stevens, and other parts, assembled to punish [turukoonbiliko] a 
man; the occasion was, the supposition that he had killed a man by his conjuring skill 
as [a] doctor [i.e., karaakal or cleverman]. The persons who were to throw the spears 
were naked, painted red, their hair decorated with the down of the black swan; they 
advance, pretend to throw a spear, then a crooked piece of wood [?battle-
boomerang?], then brandish their bludgeons, holding a shield in their left hand, and 
using every art to rouse the opposed party who attend to see fair play. If my 
information is correct, this mode of punishment is a kind of retribution, similar to our 
ancient tournaments [i.e., mediæval jousts], which were witnessed by the fair sex 
with so much interest; the black ladies also take a lively interest in these scenes, 
occasionally becoming a party concerned. A few spears were thrown at the man, and 
it afforded me much pleasure to observe them dispersing with no other injury (ARP 
II, pp. 191-2). 

The event is not further elaborated. But there is another of interest, in a letter sent 
in March 1826. Threlkeld writes that the Aborigines had been absent for a week 
owing to them having gone “up the river” to punish someone who had murdered his 
wife. However, the accused fellow warded off a number of spears thrown at him. 
“[A]nother man had a spear through his ancle [sic.] and immediately seized a cudgel 
and broke the head of a black and but for timely interference would have killed him” 
(ARP II, p. 201). The connexion, if any, between the second man and the first, or the 
two incidents, for that matter, is not clarified. Telling the same story elswhere he 
writes, “I was informed that one native Black was wounded in the foot by a casuality 
[sic.], but that so many spears were thrown that no one knew who did it” (ARP II, p. 
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207; italics added). The remark seems to suggest that the spear missed the intended 
victim and transfixed another’s ankle by accident, but the issue is far from clear. 
Another thing it suggests is that the trial by ordeal was rather informally organised, 
and such that spears were thrown at will. 

It is elsewhere recorded of a punishment in the Sydney area that a total of 150 
spears were thrown at one individual, two at a time: apparently all in vain. After 
which the “defendant” was not further molested or abused (ARP II, p. 339). 

Threlkeld thought to add that “I apprehend that there is a good deal of justice in the 
strictest sense, in their punishments, arising from their being a body politically caring 
for each other” (ARP II, p. 207).32 

Apparently, at times, a “punishment” was incorporated into the practise of a duel: 
see Bunkilingeyl in Chapter 6. On the matter of wrong-doing, see Yarakai. 

Uncle 
There is no word recorded for this word, but the term biyangbai (father) may have 
covered this relative. However, see Kowan in Chapter 2. 

Untelita 
A dance:33 Threlkeld gives a description of the following dance, being a novel one 
(i.e., not one of the ancient, traditional ceremonial dances, but one of those that is 
composed at the time). 

A number of Aborigines from Port Stevens came to dance with those who reside in 
this place. By what I can learn, it appears that some one died some time since, and 
afterwards appeared to a person in the woods, and taught him the song and 
movement, directing that it should be made known to the tribes in their various 
districts. Nine of them formed a semi-circle round a fire which through sufficient 
light, just to observe their movements. A stick was held in each hand, which they 
swang backwards and forwards, striking them as they swang from them in time with 
one who stood beating two sticks to regulate their movements. They held their 
heads downwards in a melancholy posture, and the curling long black locks  hanging 
over their faces and shoulders, smeared with red ochre, striped with pipe-clay, gave 
a romantic appearance to the scene. Those who sat around the fire kept time with 
their hands about thrice in a second, the women who had cloth, used that in their 
hands, and two were placed stooping at the last man of the semicircle and striking 
the hollow of the knee in the same time with the others. The words were mono-
tonous,[34] and they ended by turning sharply round on the heel, throwing up the 
arms and striking with a shout. The next movement was different, green boughs of 

                                                      
32 I warrant that Threlkeld is here using ‘politically’ in the original sense deriving from the Greek 
politēs relating to living in a community (polis is Classical Attic Greek. For “city”). 
33 The term Untelita is derived from the infinitive verb Unteliko by removing the infinitive suffix +ko 
and attaching the suffix +ta which turns the verb into a noun: the verb-base is *Unti. 
34 Unsure if this means that the lyric was repetitious or if it refers to a very steady melody with little 
modulation of pitch (the older sense of “monotonous”). 
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trees were woven and held by each one, as a garland at arms length; one stood 
before them chaunting [sic.] a solemn strain. The women employed themselves in 
supplying the fire with sticks to keep up the blaze. They appeared highly delighted 
with the exhibition (ARP II, p. 191). 

Waibalita 
The Hunt:35 Threlkeld described the following hunting excursion; this is the only 
surviving mention of the dogs’ rôle in hunting. 

I went out with a party who were going to hunt the bandicoot [Koworowal]; eight or 
ten surrounded a grassy plot of ground, sending their dogs amongst the high stuff; 
on the appearance of any game, the men transfixed it with their spears, or ran after 
it with their cudgels and destroyed it. Some of the Aborigines climbed the trees, 
others stood like statues on the stumps with spears poised ready for the discharge. 
They seldom miss their aim (ARP II, p. 190). 

Another illustration from Threlkeld may be found.  

I was requested to accompany them on a hunting expedition to see them procure a 
small species of kangaroo. We mustered about thirty persons armed, with spears 
made of a stout kind of bullrush [i.e., grasstree stems], pointed with hard wood, and 
barked [?barbed?] with pieces of kangaroo bone. The spears are short pieces joined 
together with gum, and are about from fourteen to eighteen feet long [five to six 
metres36]; they are not thrown simply from the hand, but by means of a stick three 
feet [1 metre] long held in the ha[n]d hooked to the end of the spear. After travelling 
a few miles, we arrived on the top of a high hill, the party separated, some going to 
the bottom, while we continued on the top. A deep valley was before us. The men 
arranged themselves in different parts, on rocks or stumps, or any little eminence 
waiting the appearance of game, which the party below, women chiefly, alarmed by 
their shouts. Seven or eight animals were obtained in less than two hours. One was 
killed with a young one in its abdominal pouch, which when taken out, ran about 
seeking shelter, and when placed near its slaughtered dam, it speedily took refuge in 
the bag (ARP II, p. 191; the “bag” is not further identified but is presumably the 
pouch). 

Wingkera 
This ceremony is described of the people who speak the Katang language, but it is 
reasonable to suppose a similar one existed for the Awabakal people too. Men 
interested in learning more about initiations should contact The Miromaa Aboriginal 
Language and Technology Centre.  

Wirwir nanguntara 
The Cheerful Songs: songs that were sung for the purpose of amusement. “Both men 
and women would share the singing, according to the programmes decided upon. 

                                                      
35 The term, waibalita is made by taking the infinitive “to hunt”, waibaliko, removing the infinitive 
ending, +ko, and attaching a nominalising suffix +ta which turns the verb into into a noun, something 
like: “the hunt”; the verb-base is either *wai or *waiba. 
36 This seems too long. Cf. Warai, and Manufacturing Methods, p. 63. 
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There would also be impromptu contributions to add to the fun of the evening” 
(DOCA, p. 1158). It is derived from wirwir meaning ‘light, carefree, not a burden or 
onerous, cheerful’, nangun a song and +tara a suffix denoting a plural number. 

Witipalmaliko 
To enter into a trance. "There is little doubt that these were self induced" (DOCA, p. 
1071). These trances undoubtedly had spiritual significance. Presumably, the 
occurrence of 'witi' ("sing") and "pal' (from "palii" = "voice") indicates that singing or 
chanting was involved in the self-induction of these trances. 

Wonai 
Child or children. 

Wungambai 
Recorded as “youngest daughter”. As no other word has been recorded for “younger 
sister”, it is hypothetically reasonable to suppose that we could use this word to 
refer to anyone’s (including one’s own) younger sister. Cf. wungan and ngirimbai. 

Wungan 
This is a hypothetical word, derived from Wungambai. There is no word recorded for 
“younger sister”, and this word wungan is offered as a substitute. This would be the 
form you use when addressing your younger sister, or younger first cousin. 

Yarakai 
This term denotes evil, and bad in the moral sense. The Awabakal people believed 
that all deaths—except those borne of accident or very old age—and illnesses were 
the result of sorcery and evil intent. Even a person caring for a sick relative suffered 
punishment should the ailing person die. Threlkeld remarked of the karaakal 
(cleverman and healer) that “if his patient die through his not using all the means 
they think he ought to have done” would have to suffer punishment (ARP II, p. 207; 
reading he for lhe). 

A man was present sometime since when an outrage was committed on a b[l]ack of 
this part by a tribe in the interior, he happened to be there a silent spectator, and 
because he did [n]ot assist the man against a host, two spears were thrown at him as 
a punishment by a relative of the ill used black, which spears however he warded off 
with his shield (ARP II, p. 207; reading black for bnack and not for ot). 

Threlkeld next says that they sat together after that without conflict, clearly showing 
that honest trial-by-ordeal extinguishes all blameworthiness.  

We know very little of the specific laws of the Awabakal, and thus little of what they 
regarded to be evil. It may be presumed that breaking taboos would result in 
punishment (i.e., trial by ordeal: turukoonbita) if not outright death. If a man 
showed a muramai talisman (q.v.) to a woman (and perhaps also if to an uninitiated 
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boy)37 then both the man and the woman would be put to death. The two women 
who became Malangbula (q.v.) were beaten to death by a man because somehow 
they had come to lay their eyes on a muramai (the story, behind this event, has sadly 
not survived). Presumably, breaking other taboos regarding sacred sites would also 
be strongly punished. The Awabakal word for ‘nothing’ (ngati) and word for secret 
(karaa) are also words for ‘secret place’: thus if one asked a nguraki “What’s that 
place?”—of a secret place—he would be told ngati or karaa. 

It is no surprise to learn that a people of subsistence hunter-gathering would regard 
their environment as a precious resource such that lore would exist saying what 
ought, and oughtn’t, to be done. See Chapter 2 (Major Personages) under the entry 
Mother Goanna, for a story warning of the wrongfulness of stealing goanna eggs. 
The full significance of this story is not known. 

Yinaal, Yinaalkan 
Son or sons; daughter or daughters. 

Yulang 
For this term, the tooth-evulsion ring, see Chapter 3. 

 

                                                      
37 But not a white man, as Threlkeld had been shown one (AG, p. 88). 
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8. Other Stories 

Berabakaan 
This word names the sperm whale. The meaning of the term is obscure, but, from its 
appearance, it has the performer-suffix +kaan used to indicate the one who acts to 
an end.38 This suggests bara+ba+kaan: they+of+performer = their+performer. 
Unfortunately, this makes no sense at all, and is presumably false. There is, however, 
a story attached to the name. 

Long ago, a “sperm whale” [see below] was beached, during low tide, near Redhead. 
It lay there with its huge jaws open. Into these open jaws stepped a curious fellow, 
just to have a look. At this point, the whale closed its mouth and swallowed the man. 
The whale then waited for the high tide and made its way back out to sea. The 
people complained to the Great Spirit who made it the case from that time onwards 
that whales couldn’t swallow large objects. In addition, the Awabakal people never 
again ate sperm whales as they regarded it as cannibalism from that time onward. 

This raises the possibility that Berabakaan is not the Sperm Whale, but is some other 
large whale of the Baleen types. Though Sperm whales are occasionally beached, 
they rarely approach land. In addition, the story above states that the Great Spirit 
made the whale unable to swallow objects the size of a human being. However, 
Sperm whales only have teeth on the bottom jaw, and so do not chew their food, 
and yet they prey upon Giant Squid and Colossal Squid: these animals can grow to an 
enormous size, with a body girth exeeding even that of a buffalo. Accordingly, when 
Threlkeld was told that berebakaan was a very large whale that ate a person whole, 
he assumed it was a sperm whale. However, since the detail regarding the small 
throat opening indicates that the Awabakal had examined the corpse of such a whale 
in the past (presumably a beached one), it becomes likely that berabakaan is in fact 
one of the baleen whales such as the Southern Humpback Whale, which is a regular 
traveller along the eastern coast.39 

Q:\Digital Archive\Language\Old First Photos Perc Haslam_ph198x 

Koomiraa 
[How shadows came to be]. In the long ago time [yuraki yuraki], there were no 
shadows, and no shade. On one particular day, when it was very dry and very hot, an 
old man was making his way to a sacred ceremony, involving the people of his 
totem. He came upon an old tree and decided to rest for a spell, for, being quite old, 
he had become very tired from walking.  

The nearer that he approached the tree, the more he came to recognise it from the 
days of his youth. He began to remember: he could see, in his mind’s eye, the sacred 

                                                      
38 For instance, makorokaan as makoro+kaan > fish+performer, denotes one who is fishing. 
39 The information is not fully authoritive, and is derived from websites including Wikipedia. 
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ring; there was also a ring of tall trees, which would play a central rôle in the 
ceremonies of the day.40 

So, here was one of those trees, from his initiation, he stood before it, tired, and hot, 
and decided that it was a good place to rest his weary body. As he viewed it, though, 
he noticed that it too, seemed to be suffering from the heat; its leaves seemed the 
worse for wear, and it was clear that the tree was suffering from thirst. The old man, 
tired though he was, felt an obligation towards the tree; this tree that had become a 
part of his life when he passed from the earthly life of boyhood into the spiritual life 
of a manhood. He became determined to help the tree. 

So, tired though he was, he trekked quite a long way back to a waterhole. Once 
there, he first drank deeply. Then, he filled a wimbi (wooden bowl) full of water and 
began to hike back to the tree. When he arrived back at the tree, he was again dry 
and thirsty, but knew that he could not drink the water in the wimbi for it was not 
for him. At the tree, he touched it, stroking the bark, as if to assure it that, in some 
way, they were kindred, brothers in the all-encompassing fabric of nature. He 
poured the water around the roots of the tree, regretful that it seemed so little an 
amount for so deserving a tree. At almost the very moment (tanowakalbo) a 
remarkable transformation took place. The leaves of the tree appeared to come back 
to life, looking stronger and greener, even the bark seemed to be different, more 
alive. The old man became pleased that he had been able, with the small token of 
water, to revive so splendid a tree, and he let himself down to rest against it. 

Even as he settled in to take a nap, he sensed a coolness that took him by surprise. 
When he opened his eyes, there was an area of darkness covering him that bore the 
same shape as that of the tree. The old man was confused and felt dread. What 
could explain such an enormity; a patch of darkness breaking up the sunlit day? As 
he wondered at the magic, and who or what might be responsible (and what evil it 
might betoken) the tree under which he rested began to speak. 

“Kinta kora” began the spirit voice of the tree, ‘Do not fear’, it reassured him, “I am 
the spirit who brings rest to people and gives them comfort. I have quarrelled with 
Panal (the sun), and she is angry with me. She pursued me with her burning heat, so 
I came to earth (parai) seeking peace (pital), but Panal harried me still, I became so 
hot I thought that I should perish and so I have taken refuge within this sacred tree 
(koolai yiriyiri). 

“Now, you have come and given the sacred tree to drink (bitaliko) and I drank too, 
and am now refreshed and revitalised. My magic powers are thus restored, and so I 
have provided you, also, with respite from the withering heat of Panal. Rest now, 
sleep, and we shall speak again after.” 

The old man was in awe, because he knew that it was a rare privilege to be 
addressed by one of the sky spirits. He soon fell into a deep and restful sleep. At 
length, the old man awoke, and the darkness had gone. He looked about and saw 
that the darkeness, had moved to the other side of the tree. The spirit-voice in the 
tree spoke again. 
                                                      
40 Men wishing to know more about these ceremonies should contact the Miromaa Aboriginal 
Language and Technology Centre. 
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The comfort of the darkness is not gone, but it has moved; it moves with the rhythm 
of Panal. I will call it koomiraa (shadow), and it is my gift to the world. From now 
onwards, all things on parai (earth) shall have koomiraa. Living things too, shall have 
koomiraa. Sometimes it will be behind you, sometimes before you, and other times 
beside you. Panal will try to burn it away from you, but it will move as she moves, 
and will not burn away. Go now and tell everyone about this great gift of koomiraa. 

The old man, reinvigorated by the shaded sleep, left and made his way to the sacred 
gathering. He told his wonderful story to those who were there. As soon as he had 
ended the story, everybody who had heard it grew shadows. And so it went, as the 
story spread, more and more people grew shadows, until everybody had koomiraa. 

From that time onwards, Aboriginal people would not walk upon the shadow of 
another person, believing that it may damage the shadow, and if it were again lost, 
then Panal would succeed in burning away all living things. 

Q:\Digital Archive\Language\Old First Photos Perc Haslam_ph198x\Coming of Shadow 1, 2, 3 

 

Morokotaru bowangbangaa (when the sky rose)41 
Long, long ago, some of the sky spirits had come to the earth and eaten some 
forbidden food. This sent them into a deep sleep. They chose to sleep deep within 
the earth for it was cold above. Somehow (details are not specified) all of this caused 
the sky to be brought down very low to the ground; so low that people couldn’t 
stand to walk upright. 

At this time, few animals had legs, and those that did had to crawl or wriggle to get 
about. Many creatures lived underground to avoid the great cold. Men and furry 
animals remained above ground to gather food. 

Then the great cold ended, and the sleeping spirits awoke. They had then to push 
the sky upwards to give them room to move around. At this event, the birds 
followed the sky upwards, by hanging on to it. Their beauty and persistence 
impressed the sky spirits and the birds were rewarded by being given wings, so that 
they could range closer to the sky spirits and the spirits could enjoy the beauty of the 
birds. Since snakes, lizards, grubs etc., had hidden under the ground to escape the 
cold, they had slept through the great event, and therefore missed the opportunity 
to stand up and grow upwards like the animals and human beings. Thereafter, 
reptiles have attempted to petition the sky spirits to give them a second chance to 
grow tall; that is why reptiles are often seen climbing trees, so as to reach for the sky 
(AWF, p. 58). 

Muraban (white waratah) 
Long, long ago, the waratah was a white flower. At that time too, there was a 
beautiful wonga (a red wood pigeon), who lived within the dense forests. To the 
wonga there was, among the many and brilliantly coloured varieties, no flower more 
beautiful than the white waratah. At the time of year when wonga needed to seek 

                                                      
41 |moroko+ta+ru |bowang+banga+a = |sky+it:is+do |rise+intended:act+PAST 
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out a mate, she flew towards the mountains in the distance. However, a hawk—who 
along with the eagle was an outcast of the avian world 42—attacked her. The blood of 
wonga fell upon the petals of the white waratah. The next day all the waratahs—
except those up on the plateau 43—had turned red in sympathy for the fate of the 
little red pigeon. Of those muraban on the plateau that remained white, the 
Awabakal people celebrated a poignant rite. When they encountered these flowers, 
they would prick their fingers and let some blood colour the white petals in 
remembrance of wonga the red wood pigeon (AWF, p. 57). 

Tibin Yuraawaliin 
This is the story of the rainbow bird. ‘Bird’ is tibin and yuraawaliin means “crossing 
rain clouds” (via {yuraa+wa+liin} as {rain:cloud:spirit+move+ing}). A boy, 
approaching the age of initiation, called Ngerirobamba believed that he noticed a 
kinship between the werekata (kookaburra) and kingfisher.44 He asked his uncle 
about this, and his uncle told him this story. 

Long ago, there were no kingfishers, only werekata. There is a time of year when 
werekata court and form into kinship groups.45 The uncle said that, in a way similar 
to human males, some male werekata only sought out the attractive females 
(werekataleyn), even though this did not contribute to the collective good and often 
caused trouble within the clan. In a particular instance, an attractive werekataleyn 
had more than one male admirer, who vied for her attention. They expressed their 
interest by bringing her gifts of grubs and other treats of food . But in this instance, 
she remained neutral, allowing each male to court her, but refusing to make a 
decision between them. 

A day came when the rivals resolved to decide the matter between them by combat. 
The uncle told Ngerirobamba that the two werekata began their fight at tree level 
but then flew ever upwards into the sky. Yakita, ngali koyiwontu patiinaa (Now 
this:do rain+do fell ): at that moment, rain fell and hid the duellers for a time. When 
the sky cleared, only one werekata was left, the apparent victor. The loser had flown 
ever higher, yuraakolang (towards the rain-clouds). At that moment a rainbow 
appeared through which the losing bird flew. When this bird returned to earth it was 
beautifully coloured, from having passed through the rainbow. And owing to the 
event taking place in the water (i.e., the rain), this new bird—tibin yuraawaliin—
shunned his earlier bush habitat, to linger near streams and lakes. For the sky spirits 

                                                      
42 Given that the wedge-tailed eagle is the overall totem of the Awabakal people, this strikes an 
intriguing point. 
43 The location of this plateau is not identified; apparently, the white waratah is extremely rare today 
in the wild (there is a cultivar: the White Wirrimbirra). 
44 We do not have a name recorded for this bird, except tibin yuraawaliin, which is unlikely to be its 
common name. It is probably the blue kingfisher, Alcedo azurea. 
45 In these groups there is sometimes only one breeding pair while the others, being siblings, help 
gather food and raise the chicks. 
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had not only coloured him, but instructed him to frequent watery areas, as a result 
of his re-birth taking place during the rain (AWF, pp. 55-56).46 

                                                      
46 Have replaced ‘yurra berung’ (i.e., yuraakabirang) which means “away from the clouds”, with 
yuraakolang meaning “towards the clouds”. 
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9. Weapons, Tools, Craft and Sundry Objects 

Baibai 
An axe: interestingly, Threlkeld translates pako as a stone axe, but translates baibai 
as axe simply. The reason for this is not known. 

Bantimita matarakal 
A message stick: this was a length of wood on which various symbols were painted, 
and which, to people who understood the code, could impart a message to a distant 
reader. The phrase, evidently, means “stick as part of the hand”; {matara+kal} 
means “as part of the hand”, but bantimita (or probably bantimi with +ta as a 
particle adding definiteness) is not otherwise known as a word for “stick”. See the 
entry for boomerang (Tararma) below in this chapter. 

Bunbulabaan 
Supposedly, a combined fighting and hunting club. The name expresses it: 
{bun+bula+baan} as {hit+two+intrinsic:quality}. See also kotarir. 

Grass tree 
Keylkeyl, Kowain, Koyiyine, Mepar, Ngooro, Pameri, Yonei are all words for grass 
trees, but we have no idea what differences, if any, exist among them. Grass trees 
are plants that belong in the genus Xanthorrhoea and were used to make spears: 
they were a very useful plant. For more information, and a picture, see the entry 
Pameri in Section 6. 

Kaibang 
A hand-held torch: its construction is not known, but it presumably contained some 
kind of inflammatory agent such as an animal fat. It was a feature of the regalia 
belonging to the pantimai (which see Chapter 6). 

Kalaara 
A spear, with a prominently barbed tip, used for fishing. See Pameri Section 6, 
above, for the construction of spears; and see Waibalita for a description of spear 
fishing. 

Kaling 
A shell of an aquatic animal (perhaps excluding tortoises; it may also have ranged 
over birds’ eggs), often used to carry water. Indeed, kaling is also a word for water, 
but the peculiar distinction of this term for water is not known (possibly they are 
unrelated and just sound the same, like ‘shore’ and ‘sure’ in English). 
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Kalingtiyela 
A knife: these were constructed from wood, bone or shell. A hint is that the part 
kaling is also the word for shell, so perhaps a common cutting object was formed 
from a shell, either of a marine animal or a turtle or tortoise shell. 

Kataal 
A type of bark: this came to be a word for a bark canoe, hence the type of bark was 
that used to make canoes. There is a presumably related word katal meaning 
“smoke”, so perhaps this type of bark was burned for smoking ceremonies. See 
nauwai, below, for information about the construction process of such canoes, and 
see pupa for an apparent synonym. 

Kinan 
A string bag spun and woven from plant material. The traditional definition is “The 
women's nets - used as a bag” (AG, p. 87), so, presumably fishing nets were made by 
the women from the same material, in the same manner. It is not clear if the fishing 
nets themselves were also called kinan. 

Kokei 
Vessels made of bark used as baskets or bowls. If we note that 'Kokere' is the name 
of bark shelters, we can infer that these containers were made from bark; cf. 'wimbi', 
'winung'. 

Kokere 
A bark shelter: a simple but adequate structure to keep the elements off people 
while they slept. 

Kootara 
See kotarir 

Kootarir 
A wooden club or cudgel, typically made from iron bark or other hard woods. The 
club had a heavy bulbous “head” and its shaft tapered to a rather sharp point. 
Stories are told of night demons who carry such clubs and skewer their human prey 
onto the sharp end. It is not known if the Awabakal hunters had the same practice. 
But, presumably at least, the sharp end would have been put to apt effect during a 
battle; or perhaps it served as the men’s version of a digging stick. 

Koreyl 
A shield used in war and made of overlapping layers of hard and soft woods. 

Korima 
An ornament, made from bone and worn through the nose. See also ngangkoon. 
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Manufacturing methods 
The Awabakal people used wood, bone, shell, stone and fibres derived either from 
plants or from possum fur. They also used gums, resins, fat and coal tar. Grass trees 
constituted one of the most important and encompassing resources used by the 
Awabakal people in traditional times. Grass trees are plants that belong in the genus 
Xanthorrhoea. Threlkeld tells us this. 

Spears are made from the stems cemented together at the ends by the resinous 
substance which exudes from the root, until they become from eight to twelve feet 
long, a hard wood forming the last joint, in which is cemented a splinter, of pointed 
bone forming a barb.  A deadly weapon, being thrown by a lever nearly four feet 
long, held in the hand with the poised spear (AG, p. 90).  

There are approximately 3 feet 3 inches (39 inches) to a metre. Haslam adds more. 

Spears were made from the flower stalks [of grass trees]. Strong gum was obtained 
from the base of grass trees, some shafts were up to 12 feet long. The point was 
made of hard wood, to which barbs were cemented by gum and then bound with 
sinew (DOCA, p. 1019). 

See also Pameri,  

Elsewhere, we find. 

The use of fire and heat in the manufacturing process has been well documented. 
Heat was required in the construction of these composite weapons and implements: 
spear, spear-thrower and stone axe... The point of the spear was fire hardened; the 
bent stem used for the shaft was straightened with the assistence of heat (Sokoloff 
in UIS, p. 24). 

Furthermore,  

Heat was used with grass-tree gum for binding the upright end of the spear-thrower 
and for making secure the stone head to the with [sic.] of the hafted stone axe (UIS, 
p. 24). 

In relation to canoes, Threlkeld tells us the following. 

Pupa, [a kind of] bark, also [names its type of] canoe; Kataal, another specie[s of 
bark] also [names its type of] a canoe.  The canoes being made of one sheet of bark 
taken whole from the tree and softened with fire, when they are tied up in a folded 
point at each end; a quantity of earth forms a hearth, on which they roast their bait 
and fish when fishing (AG, p. 89).  

To this we may add that lenths of wood were placed crosswise, at one third and two 
thirds along the length to keep the  gunwhales apart, and a vine tied around the 
middle, to hold its shape. 

According to Burnham-Burnham, canoes were frequently made from river-gum or 
kurrajong bark (Burnham-Burnham's Aboriginal Australia, [Angus & Robertson] 
North Ryde, 1988, p. 58). Threlkeld gives another account. 

Their canoes were made of the bark of a tree about 12 or 14 feet (4-4.6 m) long and 
from 3 to 4 feet (1.3 m) in width…. [W]hen they find a strait [sic.] trunk suitable for 
the purpose [of crafting a canoe], they chop round the bark [using stone axes], at 
about a couple of feet [0.2 m] from the root, a space of three or four inches [about 
10cm]. They procure the limb of a tree and set it up against the standing trunk, as a 
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ladder, on which they ascend and cut around the whole circumference of the tree in 
the same manner as done at the bottom. They then chop down a perpendicular line, 
when they insert their throwing stick, which is of a wedgelike make at one end, 
betwixt the bark and the tree, and choosing the season when the sap is either 
ascending or descending, of which they are as ignorant as of the circulation of the 
blood in their own bodies,[47] they proceed to separate the sheet of bark from the 
tree whilst it is most carefully allowed to slide down and then is laid flat on the 
ground the rough outside of the bark being upward. A fire is then made upon the 
bark and being heated the steam of the sap softens it so as they can crumble up each 
end like a folded fan (ARP I, p. 54). 

See also Nauwai. 

Marinauwai 
This word derives from the Dharug language, and, via {mari+nauwai}, means 
{big+canoe}.48 Whereas nauwai also means “canoe” in Awabakal, ‘mari’ is not an 
Awabakal word or particle (perhaps it is historically related with maroong meaning 
“good”). It evidently became adopted as the word to refer to European ships. 

Mokaal 
All and any weaponry; i.e., “armaments”. 

Moting 
The moting was a three-pronged spear and used for catching fish (DOCA, p. 1258). 
See Pameri Section 6, above, for the construction of spears. See also Waibalita, for a 
description of spear fishing. Cf. Kalaara. 

Nauwai 
Canoe: this term appears to be the generic word for any canoe. Two types of canoe 
were used. One type was made from bark, and the other type (muten) “formed from 
a tree trunk and hollowed out by fire, then dressed with stone implements” (DOCA, 
p. 1022). 

Their canoes are simply a piece of bark 14 or more feet long [5-odd metres] and from 
3 to 4 feet wide [a metre or so]. They are procured by climbing a large tree, not in 
the usual way of notching the bark with a hatchet, and placing the toes in those 
steps, but by raising a scaffold against the tree, and chopping round the top at the 
height they want. Others cut the bottom, and it is then stripped off, tied up at each 
end to a point; a piece of stick is put at one-third from each end, and a string secures 
the sides to the sticks so as it shall not separate; a quantity of clay is placed in the 
centre as a hearth, on which they roast the fish as they catch them.… When the frail 
bark needs repair, it is effected by the application of a bolster of soft bark on each 
side, and sown or rather laced across and across; the bark of the cabbage tree forms 

                                                      
47 Threlkeld is most likely impertinent in his scepticism of the understanding the Awabakal people 
have of the movement of sap in trees according to season. 
48 This information is due to Dr. J. Troy by personal communication. 
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the thread, the end of which is applied continually to the fire to harden it, the bone 
of a kangaroo pierces the bark instead of an awl (ARP, pp. 190-199). 

Between removing the bark from the tree and it being tied up, the bark sheet is 
“softened with fire” (AG, p. 89). See also kataal, muten, and pupa. And see 
‘Manufacturing methods’ for another detailed account of canoe building. 

Ngangkoon 
An ornament, made from bone and worn through the nose. See also Korima. 

Pako 
A stone axe: see baibai for more information. Stone axes were  ground down to a 
usable edge using grooves in horizontal rock formations, often in water course so 
that the water acts as lubricant and coolant. These grooves can be found scattered 
throughout the region (e.g., on Mt Sugarloaf). The axe heads were attached to shafts 
of wood using sinew, plant strips and resin garnered from the roots of grasstrees. 

Pupa 
A bark canoe: see nauwai for information about its construction. The term kataal 
also denotes a bark canoe; any distinction, if any, between pupa and kataal is not 
known. 

Tararma (the Boomerang) 
Long ago, the rain-cloud spirit, Yuraa, visited the earth (as rain), and was greeted and 
feasted by the earth-spirit. After his meal, Yuraa laid back and rested. He fell asleep. 
Whilst he slept, it rained. It rained so much that the land flooded. (After which, 
Yuraa must have woken and returned to the sky). Usually, the earth-spirit responds 
to the rain-cloud spirit’s visits (i.e., as rain), by bringing forth greenery from the 
earth. But the flood prevented the earth-spirit from his usual response. The flood 
made all the people unhappy and they sang angry songs of protest. It prompted the 
earth-spirit to send a bantimita matarakal (message stick) to scold the rain-cloud 
spirit, and to get him to have Panal, the sun, dry up the water-soaked land.  

But the cloud spirit was wary, for it was not the desire of [Panal] to wipe out the 
clouds so he [sic.] could always shine directly upon the earth.49 

The message stick was returned. The snub enraged the earth spirit. He resolved to 
send it back, but, in order to trick the rain-cloud spirit, he hurled it upwards in a large 
swerving path so that Yuraa would believe that it came from another spirit, and 
accept it. Acceptance of a message stick obliged action. But Yuraa was wise to that 
move and allowed it to fall back down to earth. This happened time and again, day 
after day. The stick itself, owing to such frequent near contact with the sky spirits, 
took on special powers of its own, became tired and angry and had changed in 

                                                      
49 AWF, p. 62; I have quoted this directly because there may be some garbling as to whether it should 
express the desire of Panal or that of Yuraa the rain-cloud spirit. Note that Panal the sun, is a woman 
in Awabakal cosmology, and thus implies ‘she’ not the cited ‘he’. 
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shape. It was flat and was angled in the now familiar boomerang shape. The 
frequent trajectory through the air had erased all the sacred symbols. The tararma 
now was weary of its lot, and quit from being the instrument of the spirits. On its 
way back down to earth and under its own acquired power, it made its way towards 
a large flat rock. There it took rest from its recent harassment. Some days later, a 
group of Awabakal found it. One man picked it up to examine it. But became 
frightened when it crossed his mind that it might constitute some sort of trap of 
malign magic. He threw it away, but to his and the others’ surprise, it traversed a 
great arc and returned to him. He did so again, and the same happened. The others, 
persuaded by the absence of any retaliation, also tried it out with the same result. 
For its part, the boomerang had lost its previous powers to move itself through the 
air because it had come into contact with human beings. When it was finally 
presented to the karaakal (clevermen) they proclaimed that it was a gift from the 
sky spirits to compensate them after the great flood (AWF, pp. 59-60).  

In battle, Awabakal warriors would, on throwing the Tararmakowa tetiliin 
{tararma+kowa teti+liin} = {boomerang+because dead+ing}, call out Yiri wokakoba 
{yiri woka+koba} = {sacred upwards+belong}. The tararma as war weapon was 
differently curved (more like a ‘L’ or ‘J’, i.e., with one long and one short arm), and 
did not return. It was used by aiming it at the ground near an opponent, where it 
would strike the ground and recoil upwards, getting underneath the opponent’s 
koreyl (shield). Made from very hard wood, and with very sharp edges, the 
tararmakowa tetiliin could inflict brutal injuries (AG, p. 91). 

The returning boomerang was called Tararmaka uwaliin {tararma+ka uwa+liin} = 
{boomerang+be move+ing}. One used in ceremonies is called tararmakowa yiri 
{tararma+kowa yiri} = {boomerang+purpose sacred}. 

Of further interest the verb meaning “throw any object [except a boomerang]” is 
tararmaliko as {tararma+liko} = {boomerang+to:be} probably it is not that the verb 
meaning  “throw any object [except a boomerang]” has the word ‘boomerang’ in it. 
Rather, it is that the term for boomerang is derived from the verb-base meaning 
“throw”. By curious contrast, the verb meaning “throw the boomerang” is nuriliko. 
The verb-base, *nuri, has no known meaning. 

Waiyoongtong 
A digging stick used by the women to gather food. Note that the word waiyoong 
denotes a yam; probably the water yam. It has been identified as a "water yam", 
and, as such, found at rivers (DOCA, pp. 1093, 1096, 1021). If correct, it would 
explain the name of the 'Wyong River'. 

Walingan 
A fishhook: These were made from marine shells. They were somewhat fragile and 
hence the women (whose responsibility it was to manufacture them) made many at 
one time, expertly crafting the shape by rubbing the shells upon rock. Once 
experienced, women could make fishhooks very quickly (precise speed, unit per 
minute) is not known. 
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Warai 
Spears used for hunting and battle. See Pameri (Section 6) for the construction of 
these spears. The men could take down birds in flight with these spears. Boys would 
practise by making hoops out of bark (though stiff grass is also possible), rolling the 
hoops along the beaches, and then aiming their spears to transfix the hoops (QDAC, 
DSC02215). Apparently, the women did not brandish spears. Haslam adds that the 
tips of the spears were sometimes poisoned, and that the poison was prepared by 
the women. However, the source of this information is not provided and must 
remain suspect (QOP, p. DSC01492). See also MANUFACTURING METHODS. 

Wimbi 
A bowl generally formed out of the knot of a tree. "Vessels made of the bark of trees 
used as baskets or bowls" can also be called wimbi (AG, p. 87), though bark ones also 
have the name kokei. See next entry. 

Winung 
Vessels made of the bark of trees used as baskets. "[Winung are] made of bark and 
vine to provide baskets" (DOCA, p. 1256). The difference between kokei and winung, 
then, is that kokei are bowl-type baskets, and winung are more the bag-type basket. 

Wiringang 
Fishing line which the women made from plant fibre. The women forged long 
strands of plant fibre (also of possum fur) by rolling fibres on their thighs. The word 
derives from the verb-base *wiri as "to wind up like a string"; or this noun is the 
source of the verb 'Wiriliko' with the preceding meaning. 

Womarar 
A spear thrower: essentially, it is a lever, about a metre long. At one end is cemented 
a hook, fixed using the resin from the roots of a grass tree. This hook inserts into a 
notch at the base of a spear; by holding the womarar at its other end, the lever is 
used to propel the spear towards its target. The womarar, as a lever, would close to 
double the velocity and (ignoring the mass of the spear) momentum of the spear, 
making it a highly efficient hunting implement, and deadly weapon. 

Yira 
A wooden sword made from very hard wood, and hardened in fire. It was rendered 
to an extremely sharp edge, and would, without question, inflict disabling wounds; it 
would be able to break ribs and long bones when wielded with sufficient force. 
Battles may not have been very frequent, and “total war” was not known, but the 
battles that were fought (typically over territory-cum-resources) were dangerous 
events (see also tararma on the matter of danger and injury). 

The Yira was a "heavy wooden fighting weapon, often with a hook on the end" 
(DOCA, p. 1098). Haslam recommends that it is made from River gum (DOCA, p. 
A1283). Threlkeld tells us: "At first, when I saw one, I mistook it for a Boomerang, the 
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shape in the blade being very much like that weapon. There was, however, this 
difference, the Boomerang is alike at both ends, the wooden sword has a handle at 
one end with a bend contrary to the blade" (ARP Vol. I, p. 68). it is unclear what 
Threlkeld intends by the description 'a bend contrary to the blade'; perhaps he 
intends to say that the "blade" (the edge used to attack) was at the outside of the 
bend rather than the inside of the bend. 

Yiring 
This word is translated as “a quill, a pen” (AG, p. 93). It is quite unclear if this refers 
to feathers (as the phrase “a quill, a pen” would suggest, or if it might also denote 
the quills of an echidna.  

Though his source is unknown, Haslam adds that 'yiring' could denote a "wooden 
brush [that] Aborigines used for cave artwork" which suggests that it rather refers to 
a function than to an object (PHPh, Radio Language 7 pg 3). In the translation of Luke 
13:34 the word 'yiriġ' occurs and seems to translate "wings" (AL, p. 166). This 
suggests that a very broad and functionalist interpretation of "yiring" should be 
seriously considered (Anonymous has "quill--wing--feathers" written underneath the 
word 'yirig' (Mss3, p. 247); an interpretation that associates the idea of a brush with 
the idea of a wing seems to be most apt: it seems that no singular English word is 
adequate to translate the concept captured by 'yiring', but perhaps 'feather' 
indicates the origin 

Oddly, and interestingly, the same word (or its homophone) denotes the fur of 
possums. It is not known to what purpose—if anything—yiring (as a quill) was 
utilised. 

Possum fur, however, was a much utilised resource. The women could spin the short 
hairs into long and sturdy fibres, forming strings, cords and ropes with it. They spun 
the fibre by rubbing it on their thighs. 






